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Moskai installed as bishop
of newly created eparchy

Bishop Robert Moskai

PARMA, Ohio - Bishop Robert M
Moskai was recently installed as the
first bishop of the newly created Ukrai
nian Catholic Eparchy of St. Josaphat
reported. The Way, a Ukrainian Catho
lic weekly published in Philadelphia.
The installation-took place at the St.
Josaphat Astrodome on Wednesday,
February 29, amid blizzard conditions
which left the Greater Cleveland area
covered with' 18 inches of snow. The
weather prevented Apostolic Delegate
Pio Laghi and other Catholic hierarchs
from attending the historic ceremonies.
However, Metropolitan Stephen
Sulyk of Philadelphia received full
authorization from the papal delegate
and conducted the official ceremonies
creating the new eparchy and installing
the new bishop.
The day began with a procession of
school children, members of Ukrainian
youth organizations, faithful, clergy
and hierarchy into the auditorium.
According to America, the Ukrainian
Catholic daily, over 1,300 people at
tended the installation and liturgy.
..After Metropolitan Sulyk read the
official Roman decree, the Revs. Leo
Adamiak and Ivan Tylawskyj read the
papal bulls concerning the new eparchy.
After the readings, Metropolitan Sulyk
installed Bishop Moskai as the first
eparch of the St. Josaphat Eparchy.
Following the ceremonies, the divine
liturgy was celebrated by the new
eparch. Concelebrants included: Bishop
Michael Hrynchyshyn of Paris, Byzan
tine Rite Metropolitan Stephen Kocisco
of Pittsburgh and Auxiliary Bishop John
Bilock; Passaic Auxiliary Bishop An
drew Pataki, Latin Rite Archbishop
Daniel F. Pilarczyk of Cincinnati;
Bishop Anthony M. Pilla of Cleveland
and Auxiliary Bishop A. Edward Pevec;
Bishop James R. Hoffman of Toledo;
and Philadelphia Auxiliary Bishops
(Continued on page 13)
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Marchenko gets 15 years
NEW YORK.— Ukrainian humanrights activist Valeriy Marchenko was
sentenced in Kiev on March 14 to 10
years in a labor camp and five years'
internal exile, reported the External
Representation of the Ukrainian Hel
sinki Group here.
Mr. Marchenko was found guilty of
"anti-Soviet agitation and propaganda"
under Article 62 of the Ukrainian
Criminal Code. The charges stemmed
from his alleged activities while impri
soned in a labor camp from 1973 to
1981.
The witnesses against the 36-year old
author and translator included laborcamp administrators and agents of the
KGB, the secret police. The verdict was
read by H.l. Zubets, an assistant to
chairman of the Kiev city court.
The 15-year sentence was the
maximum allowed under the statute for
a repeat offender.
,
.Mr. Ma,rchcnko is said to be extre
mely ill. A March 12 court session was
reportedly postponed for a day because
of the defendant's poor health. Mr.
Marchenko was reportedly unable to
stand and remained seated throughout

can be independent scholars and pro
fessors of collegesand universities of the
United States and other Western coun
tries, who specialize in Ukrainian
studies.
The executive committee of URP
consists of– the following professors:
Nicholas. Britsky, Nick Holonyak, Jr.,
Wolodymyr J. Minkowycz, Bohdan
Rubchak, Roman E. Tymchyshyn and
Dmytro M. Shtohryn, who is the chair
person of the program.
The URP will concentrate mainly on:
organizing scholarly conferences and
publishing their proceedings; support
ing its associates and other scholars, as
well as graduate students in research on
Ukrainian subjects; supporting courses

Vateriy Marchenko
the proceedings.
According to the external Repre
sentation, Mr. Marchenko suffers from
high blood pressure brought– on by a
serious kidney ailment.

KGB investigator in Marchenko case
involved in 1978 death of dissident
NEW YORK - A KGB investigator,
already responsible for the death of at
least one Ukrainian political prisoner, is
assigned to the case of recently sen
tenced dissident Valeriy Marchenko.
according to a March 19 appeal issued
by the External Representation of the
Ukrainian Helsinki Group here.
The group reported that the investi
gator in the Marchenko case, a Kiev
KGB officer named Slobozheniuk. is
the same man responsible for torturing
\o death imprisoned human-rights
activist Heli Snehiriov in 1978. Mr.
Snehiriov, who at the time was termi–

nally ill with cancer, was reportedly
killed for renouncing an alleged recan
tation.
Mr. Marchenko, a well-known U–
krainian author and translator, was
sentenced on March 14 in Kiev to 10
years in a labor camp and five years'
internal exile after being convicted of
"anti-Soviet agitation and propa
ganda."
The External Representation's ap
peal was addressed to leaders of govern
ments that signed the Helsinki Accords,
human-rights organizations, religious
leaders, professional societies of physi–
c ,s. writers and journalists, and
people of good will.
The appeal also included the text of a
March 17 telegram sent by Mr. Mar–
!
on Ukrainian subjects at the University chen .o's mother. Nina, to Pope John
Paul
II in which she asked the pontiff to
of Illinois; and further developing the
Ukrainian collection at the University help save her ailing son.
"My
son is a practicing Christian who
of Illinois Library.
has never broken any precepts of the
The URP executive committee will
Christian faith," wrote Mrs. Mar
cooperate with other Ukrainian and
chenko. "He has been sentenced a
non-Ukrainian scholarly and academic
second time to 15 years of imprison
institutions, especially those that are
ment and is dying in prison."
involved in research and studies on
Mr. Marchenko, 36, is said to be in
Ukrainian subjects.
The need for a research institution on failing health due to a kidney ailment.
Ukrainian subjects at one of the Mid He was previously imprisoned from
western universities has been apparent 1973 to 1981.
The External Representation also
for years. It.was especially widely
discussed during the past two confe said that Mr. Marchenko's mother was
rences at the University of Illinois. As a not allowed to see her son following the
result of those discussions and numerous trial. After appealing to Soviet leader
(Continued on page 13)
(Continued on page 2)

Ukrainian Research Program started at U. of Illinois
URBAN А, Щ. - After much prepa
ration and negotiations with authorities
of the University of Illinois at Urbana–
Champaign, a Ukrainian Research
Program has been established at this
university. A meeting that officially
started the program was held oh
February 20.
The Ukrainian Research Program
(URP) will function as an autonomous
institution with its own executive
committee, research advisory council,
and associates.
According to its by-laws the pro
gram's executive committee consists of
the faculty members of the University of
Illinois, while its associates and mem
bers of the research advisory'council
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Two Western journalists
grilled by Polish authorities
WARSAW - Polish authorities on could not reveal my sources of informa
March 19 questioned two news corres tion, and they seemed to accept this,"
pondents — an American and a Briton Mr. Ruane said.
— in the investigation of a humanMr. Kifner said that during an hour
rights lawyer who is accused of "slander of questioning he declined to disclose
ing the state," reported the Associated any information about possible contact
Press.
with Mr. Sila-Nowicki.
The reporters, John Kifner of The
He added that the interrogating
New York Times and Kevin Ruane of officers reminded him that refusal to
the BBC, were questioned about their answer questions was punishable by up
contacts with the lawyer, Wladyslaw to five years' imprisonment, but they
Sila-Nowicki.
did not press the point.
Mr. Ruane, the BBC reporter, was
Mr. Sila-Nowicki was questioned for
questioned two hours and was asked 30 minutes on March P, but so far
how he obtained a copy of a letter formal charges have not been brought
addressed by Mr. Sila-Nowicki to Gen. against him and he remains at liberty.
Wojciech Jaruzeski, the Polish leader.
The Polish press often criticizes
In what Mr. Sila-Nowicki later said individual - foreign reporters for their
was an "open letter," he protested to dispatches from Poland. The interroga
Gen. Jaruzelski that another lawyer had tions today were the first of Western
been jailed to block him from present journalists since a United Press Inter
ing evidence that the police fatally beat national reporter, Ruth Gruber, was
Grzegorz Przemyk, a teenage Solidarity detained and ordered to leave Poland
supporter, last May.
on vaguely worded espionage charges
"I told them that as a journalist I on January 13, 1983.

TUSM proclaims Shukhevych week
NEW YORK - The week of March
26 through March 31 has been pro
claimed Yuriy Shukhevych Defense
Week by the Ukrainian Students Asso
ciation of Michnowsky (TUSM).
The week's program will include the
reading of a proclamation of "Yuriy
Shukhevych Defense Week" at City
Hall in New York, meetings with sena
tors and congressmen in Washington to
discuss the plight of Ukraine and Mr.
Shukhevych, lectures and the film
"Prisonland."
The lectures' by Nina Strokata and
film will take place at the Ukrainian
Liberation Front Home on Sunday,
March 25, at 2 p.m.; at New York
University Law School on Wednesday,
March 28, at 4 p.m., at St. George
Academy on Thursday, March 29, at 2
p.m.; and at St. John's University on
Friday, March 30, at I p.m.

political prisoners Mrs. Strokata and
Sviatoslav Karavansky. Participants
will then march to the Soviet Mission at
Lexington Avenue and 67th Street.

Flis asks Ottawa
to help Horbal

OTTAWA - Liberal MP Jesse Flis
(Parkdale-High Park) presented a
petition in the House of Commons on
March 7 asking the government of
Canada to intervene with the Soviet
Union on behalf of imprisoned Ukrai
nian human-rights activist Mykola
Horbal.
The petition contained 450 signatures
and asked for the release of Mr. Horbal,
a musician and composer currently
serving afive-yearterm in a labor camp
On March 28 through 30, a vigil will on a trumped-up charge of rape. Mr.
be held at City Hall Park between Park Horbal, now 43, previously served a
Row and Broadway. The vigil will be seven-year term (1970-77) for "antiheld every day from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m. at Soviet agitation and propaganda." He
a symoblic "prison cell" that is meant to is due to be released in October of this
represent the 34 years of Mr. year.
Shukhevych's incarceration.
A day earlier, Mr. Flis had urged the
secretary of state for external affairs to
The association has announced that "voice our government's protest to the
the week will conclude with a demon government of the USSR and to use all
stration in defense of Ukraine and Mr. possible diplomatic channels to ensure
Shukhevych on Saturday, March 31, at the observance of the (U.N.) Declara
2 p.m. on First Avenue and 47th Street. tion of Human Rights."
The demonstration will include speeches
by Sen. Alfonse M. D'Amato, (R-N.Y.)
Rep. William Green, (R-N.Y.), White
House Office of Public Liaison officer
Linas Kojelis and former Ukrainian
(Continued from page 1)
Konstantin Chernenko, the presidium
of the Supreme Soviet and the Ministry
of Health, she was allowed to visit her
Dissident sketch
son, but he was too ill to leave his cell to
meet with her.
The appeal asked those interested in
helping Mr. Marchenko to "demand his
immediate release with permission to
seek medical treatment outside the
Soviet Union."
BORN: 1921.
In a similar action. Amnesty Inter
OCCUPATION: Unknown.
national issued a release indicating that
LATEST ARREST: 1969.
it has put Mr. Marchenko on its "ur
CHARGE: Participation in the U–
gent action" list. The international
krainian liberation struggle.
human-rights organization recom
SENTENCE: 15 years in a labor
mended that telegrams and airmail
camp.
letters be sent to Soviet officials de
PREVIOUS TERMS: 1946-56.
manding that he be released "on the
grounds
that he is imprisoned tor
CAMP ADDRESS: He is being held
peacefully exercising his right to free
in a political camp.
dom of expression."
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Disabled prisoners in USSR
victimized by penal system
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Although
the first article in the Russian SFSR
Criminal Code and the criminal
codes of the union republics state
that prison sentences do not have as
their objective the infliction of physi
cal suffering or the degradation of
human dignity, many disabled and
ailing prisoners may be found
languishing in the USSR's labor and
prison camps, according to a recent
Radio Liberty research report.
The report states that invalid
prisoners may be found in every
camp as well as in special camps for
invalids. Very often, dissidents who
entered the camps in good health
become invalids as a result of incar
ceration, harsh work conditions,
poor quality of food, lack of medical
care and beatings by guards.
Following are but a few examples
of Soviet dissidents who, because of
long years of incarceration, have
become invalids or are gravely ill.
e Thirty-year-old Zorian Popa–
diuk was first arrested in 1973 and
was sentenced to seven years in a
labor camp and five years' internal
exile for publishing the underground
journal Progress. In 1980, while
serving an exile term in the Yakutsk
region, he caught pneumonia which
later developed into tuberculosis.
Later that year, surgeons removed
segments of hisrightlung. While still
in internal exile, Mr. Popadiuk
received another 15-year term for
"anti-Soviet agitation and propa
ganda." This charge seems unlikely,
since during this time the dissident
was far too ill to participate in any
activities. He also suffers from an
undisclosed heart ailment. He is
currently in exile in Kazakhstan.
e Mykola Horetoy, a 63-year-old
religious activist and father of 11
children, was sentenced on his 58th
birthday for drawing up documents
demanding that Pentecostals be
allowed to emigrate; these docu
ments were handed out to foreign
correspondents and American diplo
mats. This was, Mr. Horetoy's second
imprisonment. He was incarcerated
in the 1960s for his religious activity.
He suffers"from a stomach ulcer, has
only one lung and is nearly blind.
e Pavlo Kampov is a Ukrainian
dissident, who will be 55 this year. He
was arrested for his participation in
the Ukrainian national movement
and for expressing a desire to emi
grate. Disabled after a stroke, he

suffers form chronic pneumonia,
sclerosis of the aorta, total atrophy of
the left eye and partial atrophy of the
right eye. Although during his first
incarceration he was released early
due to illness, he was rearrested in
1981 for "pension violations" and is
not due to be released until 1994.
" When Yuriy Lytvyn is released
in 1987, he will be close to 55 years
ol"d, and will have spent some 23
years in Soviet penal camps, serving
five terms. Mr. Lytvyn, a member of
the Ukrainian Helsinki Group, first
fell ill in 1974 when serving a term for
"slandering the Soviet state." He
then underwent surgery for a per
forated ulcer. He continues до, suffer
from a variety of stomach disorders
connected with his ulcer surgery.
e Invalid Anatoly Marchenko is
currently serving a 15-year term for
writing and circulating "From Tarusa
to Chuna," and 6ther samvydav
articles. He suffers from polyneuritis
with short-term paralysis, chronic
bilateral otitis of the inner are which
is an after-effect of meningitis suffer
ed during imprisonment, deafness
chronic gastritis and arthritis.
e Bohdan Chuiko, a 64-year-old
invalid, was at first arrested for his
activities with the Organization of
Ukrainian Nationalists and the U–
krainian Insurgent Army. Currently,
the authorities have imprisoned him
under a criminal statute, rather than
an overtly political one. He has
suffered a stroke, his toes have been
amputated, and he is plagued by
heart trouble. Mr. Chuiko has ap
pealed to the Soviet authorities to
have his case reviewed; all have been
denied. In his appeal, he states that
the authorities are trying to drive him
to death.
e Yuriy Shukhevych, son of the
late Gen. Roman Shukhevych, com
mander of the Ukrainian Insurgent
Army, and member of the Ukrainian
Helsinki Group, is going to be 50
years old this month. He is 99 per
cent blind following eye surgery in
the Chistopol prison hospital. He
also suffers from a stomach ulcer and
heart disease, and has undergone
hemorrhoid operations.
" Among the most gravely ill
dissidents are Oleksiy Murzhenko
and Yuriy Fedorov, both tried and
sentenced for an attempt to hijack
a plane in order to escape from the
Soviet Union. Mr. Murzhenko, due
(Continued on page 15)

KGB investigator...
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Pittsburgh meeting discusses potentialNon-profit organization initiates
ofprofessionals '/businesspersons' groups
work on millennium project
by Nickolas C. Kotow
PITTSBURGH - Fourteen mem
bers from three Ukrainian professionals
and businesspersons (Ps and Bs) or
ganizations met here on March 17 to
discuss the current status of the Ps and
BS movement and to explore avenues of
potential mutual cooperation.
Eugene N. Manasterski, president of
the host Ukrainian Technological So
ciety, along with members Irene Grimm,
Yaroslaw Hodowanec, Olga Konecky,
Nickolas C. Kotow, Stephanie J. Krupa,
James J. Panchik and Olga Perkun
welcomed President Dr. Bohdan Wy–
twycky and members Natalia Paw–
lenko, Oksana Trytjak and Christine
Towpasz of the Ukrainian American
Professionals and Businesspersons
Association of New Jersey and New
York, and President Victor Hutnik and
George Samijlenko of the Ukrainian
Professional and Business Association
of Cleveland at a working luncheon at
the Pittsburgh Athletic Association
facilities.
The presidents of the three organi
zations gave brief summaries of the
histories, dues structures, and programs
and projects of their groups. Discussion
then moved to the concept of the Psand
Bs movement among Ukrainians in the
United States. Dr. Wytwycky empha
sized that the Ps and Bs movement was
initiated to fill a gap in organized
Ukrainian community life that was not
being met, to his knowledge, by already
established organizations.
While recognizing the existence of
Ukrainian professional organizations
for attorneys, medical doctors, en
gineers and librarians, he pointed out
that these organizations by their own
constitutions have restrictive member
ship requirements. What was needed

was an organizational structure with
membership open to all Ukrainian
professionals and businesspersons in
the United States.
As an example of a successful and
very active Ps and Bs organization. Dr.
Wytwycky pointed' to the Ukrainian
Canadian Professional and Business
Federation of some 26 Ps and Bs
associations, and suggested the goal of
forming a similar federation of Ps and
Bs clubs in the United States.
All present agreed to the following
agenda for the future:
" Representatives would be sent to
the next Canadian Professional and
Business Federation convention.
" An exchange of club news and
plans would be initiated and kept
current.
" Ideas and resources for programs
would be exchanged.
" The already established clubs
would offer help in developing new Ps
and Bs clubs in Ukrainian communities
that do not have such organizations.
' Ad hoc cooperation would be
established on projects of national
scope, such as support for the Ukraine
Famine Bill (HR 4459) sponsored by
Rep. James J. Florio (D-N.J.).
" A meeting would be held within a.
year to assess progress made.
Ukrainian professionals and busi
nesspersons interested in learning more
about the Ps and Bs movement should
write to Dr. Bohdan Wytwycky, Ukrai
nian American Professionals and Busi
nesspersons Association, P.O. Box 333,
South Orange. N.J. 07079.
After a full afternoon of fruitful
discussion, the representatives enjoyed
a buffet dinner of delicious Ukrainian
entrees at the home of UTS members
Andrew and Marta Pisetska Farley,
where they had a chance to socialize.

Ad Hoc Committee to lose members
WASHINGTON - The Ad Hoc Hoc Committee are lacing strong
Committee on the Baltic States and challenges: Reps. Thomas Carper (D–
Ukraine will be losing seven members in Del.), Daniel Crane (R-I!I.), Joseph
the next term due to retirement, illness Minish (D-N.J.), Bruce Morrison CDConn.). Denny Smith (R-Ore.), and
and campaigns for Senate seats.
In addition, six members are said to Gerry Studds (D-Mass.).
Competitive races are also expected
be facing strong challenges, while nine
are in competitive races, reported the for: Reps. Les Aspin (D-Wis.), Richard
Ukrainian National Information Ser Durbin (D-I1I.), Roy Dyson (D-Md.).
Bob Edgar (D-Pa.), Edward Feighan
vice.
Reps. Tom Corcoran (R) and Paul (D-Ohio), Nancy Johnson (R-Conn.),
Simon (D) are leaving to run for the Pete Kostmayer (D-Pa.), Christopher
Senate in Illinois, and Reps. James Smith (R-N.J.) and Arlen Stangeland
Shannon (D) and Edward Markey (D) (R-Minn.).
The Ad Hoc Committee on the Baltic
are seeking the Senate in Massachu
States and Ukraine has supported many
setts.
Reps. Richard Ottihger(D-N.Y.)and issues important to Ukrainian Ameri
J. Kenneth Robinson (R-Va.) are cans, and several of the listed repre
retiring. Rep. Edwin Forsythe (R-N.J.) sentatives have been particularly active,
according to the Ukrainian National
has resigned because of illness.
The following members of the Ad Information Service.

Equal in importance to the album
itself will be a special information
booklet which will be written in five
languages and which will accompany
the album. As a cultural and historical
statement, the booklet will briefly
outline the history of Ukrainian Chris
tianity beginning with the baptism of
Rus'-Ukraine in 988 A.D. It will also
examine the cultural significance of
Christianity to the Ukrainian people
and will also discuss Bortniansky's life
and music.
The booklet will be written by com
missioned scholars with international
reputations and expertise in specific
areas of culture, history, music and
religion.
The Bortniansky Millennium Collec
tion is a multi-year project and is
scheduled for completion before the
official celebration of the millennium of
Ukrainian Christianity begins in 1988.
Although individual Bortniansky
concertos have been performed oc
casionally, the collection of 35 con
certos to be recorded in their original
form will be making its world debut. A
choir of professional singers from
North America is being assembled to
record the Bortniansky concertos. The
choir will be directed by Wolodymyr
Kolesnyk of Toronto.
Mozart's contemporary
Dmytro Bortniansky (175 1-1.825)
was a contemporary of Wolfgang Ama–
deus Mozart, the world-famous Austrian
composer. An outstanding master of
choral writing, Bortniansky has been
said by some scholars to have produced
works of the same caliber as those of
Mozart.
As director of the prestigious Court
Choir of the Russian tsar in St. Peters
burg, Bortniansky was applauded by
French composer Louis Hector Berlio/
for raising the artistry of the Court
Choir to "unparalleled heights."
In addition to celebrating the anni

versary of the Ukrainian Christian
millennium, the Bortniansky Millen
nium Collection has three other objec
tives. First, Bortniansky's music is
considered to be of world-class stature
and worthy of recording; second, the
most of the 35 concertos have ncv r
been heard before and should therefor.'
be made public; and finally, the coller
tion will underline to the world commu
nity that Bortniansky by nationality
was a Ukrainian composer. This last
objective is seen as especially important
since the Soviet Union is incorrectly
claiming that Bortniansky was a "Rus
sian" composer.
Worldwide activity

Although the RUM Foundation was
originally established in Canada, plans
have already been set in motion to
incorporate sister foundations in other
countries. Such organizations are being
established in the United States, Austra
lia, South America and several Euro
pean countries, including Great Britain.
To date, separate RUM Foundation
executives have already been formed in
Toronto, Edmonton and New,York,
while MontreairWinnipeg and Chicago
will soon have their own. With the aid of
sister foundations around the world, the
Bortniansky Millennium project is
expected, therefore, to become the
collective endeavor of the Ukrainian
community in the diaspora.
Mandated to finance and produce the
Bortniansky Collection, the RUM Foun
dation hopes to raise its half-milliondollar operating budget through Ukrai
nian Church centers, Ukrainian organi
zations, government grants and private
funding. Various church authorities
have already voiced their enthusiastic
support for the project, while some
funds have already been collected
through private donations.
The RUM Foundation began its work
last November with an interim execu
tive based in Toronto, and it will soon
acquire an international leadership as
indi /iduals from other countries are
appointed to its worldwide board of
directors.
In the meantime, the permanent
Toronto executive has proposed plans
to commission a bust of Bortniansky. a
work which will be auctioned off to
raise funds. It also will prepare a
multilingual brochure which will ex
plain the goals and objectives of the
Rus'-Ukraine Millennium Foundation.
Members of the Toronto executive
include: Luba Zaraska. president;
Bohdan Holynsky. vice-president; Ihor
Bardyn. secretary and legal advisor;
Stefan Bojeczko, treasurer: Michael
Poroniuk, secretary: Yuriy Kalistchuk,
(Continued on page 12)

OSI to pursue Koziy's deportation

Obituary

FORT LAUDERDALE. Fla. - The
Office of Special Investigations of the
Justice Department announced on
unsuccessfui bid for mayor of Calgary. March 1 that it plans to pursue the
The local PC was scheduled to meet deportation actio'n pending against
on March 15 to select a candidate for Bohdan Koziy, whose denaturalization
Mr. Kushnir's riding.
was upheld by the 1 Ith Circuit Court of
Appeals.
Mr. Kushnir was born on June 22.
In a 1982 decision, a U.S. District
1923. He attended Cleveland University
Court judge in Miami stripped Mr.
in Ohio.
Koziy of his citizenship for allegedly
Surviving are his wife, Olga, and two misrepresenting his activities during the
sons, Stan and Jack. The funeral was Nazi occupation of Ukraine. The OSI
scheduled for March 8 at the Assump accused Mr. Koziy of being a member
tion of the Blessed Virgin Mary Ukrai of a Nazi-controlled police unit that
nian Catholic Ghurch-.– — - - - - — persecuted civilians.

Canadian MP John Kushnir of Calgary
CALGARY - Federal MP John
Kushnir (Calgary-East) died here of
cancer on March 2. He was 60 years old.
Mr. Kushnir, a Progressive Conser
vative, was elected to the federal Parlia
ment in 1979and re-elected in 1980after
the fall of the short-lived Progressive
Conservative government of Joe Clark.
Before being elected to the House of
Commons, Mr. Kusnhir served in the
Alberta Provincial Legislature since
1975. Between 1967 and 1974; he was
a_cuy.alderman-.la. І,ЧпЯ, his -made.an–

TORONTO - The Rus'-Ukraine
Millennium Foundation, a non-profit
organization established in late 1983,
has begun work on a worldwide project
to celebrate the upcoming millennium
of Ukrainian Christianity.
Federally incorporated as a charitable
organization with a tax-deductible
number, the RUM Foundation is the
promoter of the planned Bortniansky
Millennium Collection.
A half-million-dollar project, the
Bortniansky Millennium Collection
will see the production of an album
consisting of several long-playing re
cords featuring the 35 sacred concertos
of Dmytro Bortniansky, an 18th cen
tury Ukrainian composer famous for
his church choral music.

Neal Sher, director of the OSI, said
the Court of Appeals upheld the lower
court's decision on February 27. It also
affirmed the lower court's reliance on
testimony videotaped in the Soviet
Union and Poland, Mr. Sher said.
In addition, the Court of Appeals
affirmed the trial court's reliance on
documents from the Soviet Union that
reportedly showed that Mr. Koziy had
been a member of the police unit. The
documents were found to be fully
admissable under the Federal Rules of
Civil Procedure and the Federal Rules
of Evidence, according to an OSI press
release': ""-'-t"''''-"' '
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UNA'S 90th anniversary: Ukrainian organizations' greetings
Ukrainian Catholic Church

Association of Ukrainians of America

"...I would have gladly sent my greetings to this, thc-nildest and largest of our
institutions in the free world, however, at the lime I was in Rome and learned about
the anniversary only alter my return to Winnipeg on February 28. Therefore, I now
1
ish to extend my most sincere commendation to your institution, its leadership
tnd membership, for its great achievements in thepast and to ask the Almighty to
ontinue blessing its most important work. ..."

"...The Ukrainian National Association has always played an important role in
the life of the Ukrainian community, and with its great authority and labor it has
influenced the development of the community's organized life, which has earned it
great commendations and thanks.
"And now, when the Ukrainian National Association, together with other
organizations stands in the vanguard in efforts to improve relations in the
community, to secure and strengthen principles of law and order and democracy, it
continues its great traditions. ..."
Dr. Roman Baranowsky
I
President

Metropolitan Maxim
Archcparchy of Winnipeg

'

"...I rejoice with you and the members of this merited institution. During those 90
years the Ukrainian National Association served the Ukrainian community in
America. I congratulate you. the Supreme Executive Committee, and all Soyuz:
members for the achievements of long years of persevering work, and I pray to the
Almighty that your institution may in the futurii unite the Ukrainian diaspora,
protect our youths from alienation from their native roots and help Christ's Church
saleguard the invaluable treasure ol holy laith. the treasure of the thousand-yearold Ukrainian heritage ol our great ancestors. St.: Olha and St. Volodymyr. ..."
1

Bishop Innocent
Eparchy of Chicago

Ukrainian National Women's League of
America
"...The Ukrainian National Association, as the oldest and largest Ukrainian
organization in the free world, has over the years contributed all of its efforts to
ensure that Ukrainian immigrants did not dissolve in a foreign sea. The
UNA's role as a leader of the Ukrainian community in America has given it solid
cultural and social foundations.
"This is truly a great jubilee in the life of your institution, and you can be proud
on this occasion. ..."
Iwanna Rozankowsky
President
Maria Savchak
Secretary

St. Sophia Religious Association of
Ukrainian Catholics Inc., USA
"On the occasion of the 90th jubilee of the Ukrainian National Association, the
oldest and largest community institution which serves Ukrainians in North
America and which has always been ready to aid the Ukrainian cause, we extend
our heartfelt greetings and commend you for your many years of activity. ..."
Leonid Rudnytzky
Director
Philadelphia branch of the
Ukrainian Catholic University

Ukrainian Orthodox League of the
United States of America
'/
/'
"On behalf of the members of the Executive Board of the Ukrainian Orthodox
League of the USA. 1 extend to you and the mejnbers of the Ukrainian National
Association our best wishes on your 90th anniversary.
"Truly, your organization has done much for Ukrainians in this country and
around the world. We hope that your good works w/ll continue for years to come,
serving to strengthen the Ukrainian comruuniiy. .І."
Dr. Gayle E. Woloschak
President

Ukrainian Gold Cross

The Ukrainian Museu"m

"...During these 90 years, the UNA was a leading force in our Ukrainian
community, ensuring its longevity, serving the Ukrainian cause, working for the
good of our people.
"We sincerely wish you continued important and productive work for the entire
Ukrainian community, including the Ukrainian people who suffer under the
oppression of Soviet tyranny. ..."
Natalia Iwaniw
President

"The Ukrainian Museum, one of the youngest institutions in the United States,
considers it an honor to greet the senior among our U.S. organizations, the
Ukrainian National Association, on the occasion of its 90th anniversary.
"The UNA was founded as a cooperative effort on the part of Ukrainian
immigrants who did not want to dissolve in a foreign sea, who did not want to
vanish, but on the contrary, wanted to live and establish themselves as a distinct
group. The 90-year history of the UNA reflects these efforts of the Ukrainian
immigrants to themselves learn and to inform their neighbors who they are; to
develop their own co'mmunity and cultural life; to aid the Ukrainian nation in its
efforts to gain freedom. ..." j
"The UNA has emergecTyfttorious in both larger and smaller crises, which have
affected the life of the Ukrainian community in the United States and it has
continued i,ts role as a leader among Ukrainian American organizations. ..."
Bohdan Cymbalisty
President

Oresta Yarymovych
Secretary

Shevchenko Scientific Society in the
U.S.A.
"...Our institutions are bound by many years of fruitful cooperation, since our
early years in Lviv and including our more than 37 years abroad. This cooperation
is based on the common goal of multi-faceted aid to the Ukrainian nation in its
struggle for independent statehood.
"Just as the Shevchenko Scientific Society played a historic role in the
development and national maturity of the Ukrainian nation in Ukraine, so the
UNA played a singular, leading and pioneering role in organizing, raising the
national consciousness and materially insuring the Ukrainian community abroad.
The UNA's mark will forever remain in the history n–; only of the Ukrainian
emigration, but of Ukraine."
Jaroslaw Padoch
President

Organization for the Rebirth of Ukraine
"...There is no doubt that Batko Soyuz is the most merited Ukrainian national
organization in America. Batko Soyuz pioneered organized community life in
American, and its press organ. Svoboda.has most effectively and truthfully carried
news about Ukraine and the Ukrainian people. The Ukrainian community has had
the good fortune of having the UNA headed by prominent citizens who were and
are guided and concerned with the national good. This has always been well
understood by the members of the Organization for the Rebirth of Ukraine, and for
this reason, for the past 55 years the members have supported and will continue to
support the all-Ukrainian activity of the UNA. ..."
Dr. Bohdan Shebunchak
President

Plast Ukrainian Youth Organization
"The National Plast Command, the National Plast Council and the entire Plast
family in the United States sincerely greet the Ukrainian National Association on
its 90th anniversary and wish the UN A many years of productive work, growth and
development for the good of the Ukrainian community and in order to aid enslaved
Ukraine. ...
"Plast Ukrainian Youth Organization holds in high regard the work of the
Ukrainian National Association, especially its support and aid to Ukrainian youth,
both financially and morally, in their strivings to obtain an education and become
better citizens..."
Eustachia Hoydysh
President
National Plast Command

П, ог Sochan
President
National Plast Council
Roman Jacuszko
General Secretary

Ss. Peter and Paul Ukrainian Catholic
Church, Jersey City
"The Ukrainian National Association has long worked to preserve the traditions
of the Ukrainian people. May God grant you continued success for the good of our
Church, for the good of your establishment and all the Ukrainian people.
/.і.:ч-л
(Continued on page 5)
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THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FORUM
Pryhoda named organizer for NYC UNA
NEW YORK - Kan Pryhoda. long
time secretary of UNA Branch 200 here,
has been named UNA organizer lor
New York City effective March 1, the
UNA Organizing Department recently
announced.
Mr. Pryhoda. who was born in
western Ukraine, came to this country
in 1949. Settling in New York, he soon
became involved in Ukrainian commu
nity life, joining the local branch of the
O r g a n i / a i i o n for the Defense of
Four Freedoms for Ukraine and UNA
Branch 361.
While a member of Branch 361. Mr.
Pryhoda held various posts, including
librarian, treasurer and assistant secre
tary.
In 1972 Mr. Pryhoda joined UNA
Branch 200 in Ozone .Park. Queens, and
soon was elected secretary. In the 12
years he has held the post, membership
in the branch has risen from 115 to 280.
Mr. Pryhoda is a member of the UNA's
Champions Club.
Mr. Pryhoda and his wife. Anna, are
parishioners at St. Mary the Protectress
Ukrainian Catholic Church in OzonePark. They have one son. Ivan, who is
married and the father of four children.

Ivan Pryhoda

UNA district committee meeting
New York
NEW YORK -– The New York UNA
District Committee held its annual
meeting on Friday. February 24. at the
Ukrainian National Home here, with a
large group attending. Mykola Cho–
manczuk. district chairman, welcomed
branch representatives. John Flis.
UNA supreme president, and Mary
Dushnyck. honorary member of the
UNA Supreme Assembly.
A presidium was selected, consisting
of Iwan Wynnyk. chairman: Maria
Kulczycka. vice chairman: and Michael
Yuzehiw. secretary. A nominating
committee was also chosen: its members
were Stepan Chuma. Stefania Rudvk
and John Chuma. Following the read
ing of last year's minutes by Olena
Hentisz. reports were submitted by the
district chairman. Mr. Chomanc/uk:
William Chupa. treasurer: and Roman
Krupka. head of the auditing commit
tee.

Mr. Flis and Mrs. Dushnyck were
then called on by the presiding chair
man. Mr. Wynnyk. to address the
meeting.
In conclusion, the newly re-elected
chairman - announced that the New
York District Committee would cele
brate the UNA's 90th jubilee with a
banquet later this year.

Ss. Peter and Paul...
(Continued from page 4)
"On the occasion of this milestone anniversary, the 90th jubilee. I offer hearty
congratulations and wish the Supreme Executive Comm'ttee. branches and all its
members God's choicest blessings and bountiful graces, through the intercession of
the most pure Virgin. Mother of God. Protectress of Ukraine. ..."
Rev. John Wysochansky
Pastor

Plast, Philadelphia branch
"The entire Ukrainian community rejoices that the Ukrainian National
Association today celebrates its first 90th anniversary. Plast youths especially
rejoice, because in the UNA they not only see an example of the cooperation of all
Ukrainians in the U.S. and Canada, but also find a source of aid and incentive in
their work. ..."
Bohdan Turcheniuk
President
.
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review
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UNA Supreme Auditors (from left) Anatole Doroshenko, Bohdan Hnatiuk, John
Hewryk, the Very Rev. Stephen Bilak and Nestor Olesnycky at the UNA
headquarters.
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The UNA Anatole Doroshenko, Bohdan Hnatiuk
Supreme Auditing Committee con and the Very Rev. Stephen Bilak.
Results of the audit will be published
ducted its annual audit of UNA opera
tions, including Soyuzivka and the forthrightly in Svoboda and The Week
ly, and the committee will present its
Svoboda Press, on March 17-24.
The committee members are: John findings at the annual UNA Supreme
Hewryk, chairman; Nestor Olesnycky, Assembly meeting scheduled for June.

203 members enrolled in February

Following a vote of confidence to the
outgoing officers by the auditing com
mittee, the nominating committee
offered a slate of officers for 1984 which
was unanimously elected, consisting of:
Mr. Chomanczuk. chairman: Mr.
Yuzeniw and Mrs. Kulczycka. vice chair
men: Mrs. Hentisz. secretary: Mr.
Chupa. treasurer. Committee chairmen
are: organizing - Mr. Choma and J.
"Pryhoda: press - Wolodymyr Lcwcnetz
(Ukrainian) and Mrs. Dushnyck (En
glish): program - Mr. Chuma and Mrs.
Rudyk: members-at-large - Harry
Polche and Myron Zalipsky; auditing
committee - Mr. Krupka. head, E.
Milanvteh and Ivan Yaremchuk. mem
bers

'.– v.v; . .

auditors

Maria Odezynsky
Secretary

JERSEY CITY, N.J. - The UNA
Organizing Department headed by
Supreme Organizer Stefan Hawrysz
reported recently that 203 new members
were enrolled into the UNA during the
month of February. The new members
were covered for a total of S872.000 of
insurance.
During January, the UNA gained 190
new members insured for S 1.030,000.
According to Mr. Hawrysz, it is
noteworthy that among the insurance
certificates sold during the first two
months of the year many were for the

higher amounts of 525,000 to S50.000.
In February the highest number of
new members — six each - was
enrolled by Kviika Stc.ci.uk, s.e.gr.ejAri.oL.
UNA Branch 25, Osyp Hawryluk.
Branch 360 secretary; and Dmytro
Zanewych, Branch 441 secretary.
In January, the top organizer was
Wasyl Sharan. chairman of the Toronto
District Committee and president of
Branch 407, who enrolled 10 members.
In 1983, 158 new members were
organized in February: while 147 were
enrolled in January.

Notes on the eve
of UNA symphonic concert
by Roman Sawycky
On April 1 Carnegie Hall will be
the site of a cultural event ,of the
highest caliber. On the occasion of its
90th anniversary, the Ukrainian
National Association will present a
symphonic concert of Ukrainian
music, and thus continue a tradition
of sponsoring artistic events — a
tradition begun during past jubilee
years.
The concert will be directed by the
well-known conductor. Wolodymyr
Ko!esnyk. formerly of the Kiev
Opera. The participating artists
include such important talents as
world-renowned pianist Lydia
Artymiw, the Canadian Ukrainian
Opera Chorus and the American
Symphony Orchestra.
The presentation of this type of
concert requires a great investment
of labor and astronomical costs. For
this reason, the Ukrainian commu
nity, no doubt, is grateful to the
Ukrainian National Association for
sponsoring this grand affair. The
program will feature the United
Stales premieres of the following
works in their entirety: "Festive

Overture" b\ George Fiala. a work
commissioned bythe UNAespeciaJly
lor this jubilee: "Slavonic Concert"
for piano and orchestra by Borys
Liatoshynsky: and the cantata-svm–
phony "lite Caucasus." composed
by Stanyslav Liudkevych to the lyrics
of the poem by Taras Shevchenko.
The program has been selected and
balanced very well. The composers
represent the three principal centers
of Ukrainian musical development:
Liatoshynsky - Kiev: Liudkevych
Lviv; Fiala the diaspora (Mon
treal), it is interesting to note that all
three composers are creators of
large-scale forms and love to write
lor symphonic orchestras. All three
were leading composers in their
creative centers.
Liatoshynsky founded the modern
school among composers of the Kiev
group. Fiala speaks the language of
contemporary music, but at the same
time does not divest himself of
Ukrainian folk influence. He is well
known in international music publish
ing houses. Liudkevych serves as the
link in Ukrainian music between the
vocal music of the !9th century and
(Continued on page II)
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Yuriy Shukhevych
There are a number of salient reasons why March1 has become the
month Ukrainians have set aside to honor Yuriy Shukhevych,
Ukraine's "eternal prisoner" and modern-day martyr. He was born
March 28, 1934. His father, Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA) leader
Roman Shukhevych, was killed in battle on March 5, 1950. Finally,
Yuriy Shukhevych was last arrested on March 26. 1972, just two days
before his 38th birthday.
Today, Yuriy Shukhevych is believed to be in exile somewhere"in the
Tomsk region of Siberia. Now 50, he is almost totally blind as the
result of eye surgery in a Leningrad hospital in 1981. Several former
dissidents have attested that he was intentionally blinded to intensify
his suffering.
By now, Yuriy Shukhevych's story is a familiar one to most
Ukrainians. But it bears repeating because it serves to illustrate not
only the 'limitless barbarity of the Soviet system, but the principled
courage of a man that has, over the years, become a symbol of
continued Ukrainian resistance to Soviet rule.
,Mr. Shukhevych was first arrested in 1948 when he was I4yearsold.
For refusing to renounce his father and the liberation struggle he came
to represent — something Mr. Shukhevych refuses to do to this day —
young Yuriy was sentenced to 10 years in a labor camp. He was
released briefly in 1956 after serving eight years, but was quickly
reincarcerated and served the remainder of his term. Yet, he was never
released. In 1958, he was given an additional 10-year stint in a labor
(?amp, again for nothing more than refusing to renounce his father.
Incredibly, from the time he was 14 to age 34 Yuriy Shukhevych was
imprisoned.
Released in 1968, Mr. Shukhevych was not allowed to return to
Ukraine and lived with his wife in exile in the Karbadino Balkarskaya
ASSR. A son, Roman, was born in"1970, and a daughter, lryna, was
born the following year. Mr. Shukhevych's freedom did not last long,
however.
In 1972. he was arrested and charged with "anti-Soviet agitation and
propaganda," reportedly for writing his memoirs. He was sentenced to
10 years' imprisonment and five years' internal exile. He served his
prison term in the infamous Vladimir and Chistopol prisons. He
joined the Ukrainian Helsinki Group while in prison.
The decades in Soviet institutions, the maltreatment, the squalid
living conditions, the labor regimen, the inadequate diet have taken
their toll on Mr. Shukhevych. In 1980, he had surgery to remove part
of his stomach. His eyesight, which had been deteriorating for some
time, began to fail, and surgery left him 99 percent blind.
If there is any humanity, any compassion at all in the hearts of
Kremlin leaders, then they will allow this ailing, hounded man to
emigrate to the West for medical treatment and to live out his days in
freedom. The decades-long torment of Yuriy Shukhevych is an
obscenity, a hideous and depraved exercise in cruelty that, in and of
itself, completely disqualifies the Soviet Union from membership in
the civilized world. The sad fact, however, is that Mr. Shukhevych is
not alone. Raoul Wallenberg, Danylo Shumuk, Yuriy Lytvyn and
countless others have also undergone protracted torture in Soviet
penal institutions. One often wonders how Kremlin leaders,
apparently normal human beings and not some kind of supernatural
fiends, can sleep at night knowing that they have been horribly
torturing this man from boyhood to middle age — for over 30 years.
Him and others like him. Is totalitarian mar :.o flint-hearted, so
bloodless, that the entreaties of the international community, peace
and human-rights groups around the world go unheeded?
Yuriy Shukhevych's anguish is the anguish of Ukraine. The
- powerlessness, the frustration, despairand loneliness he must have felt
is our own as a nation, as is the determination, grit and valor that daily
defies and shames his tormentors.

Attention, students!
Throughout the year, Ukrainian student clubs plan and hold
activities. The Ukrainian Weekly urges students to let us and the
Ukrainian community know about upcoming events.
The Weekly will be happy to help you publicize them. We will also be
glad to print timely news stories about events that have already taken
place. Blacfcand white photos (or color with good contrast) will also be
accepted. MAKE YOURSELF HEARD.

From our pages in 1955
"Dr. Luke Myshuha," February 19 and February 26, 1955:
Dr. Luke Myshuha, the late editor-in-chief of Svoboda tOctober 30, 1887February 8. 1955J, who recently passed away, as already reported on these pages
last week, in Svoboda and the New York Metropolitan press and elsewhere as well,
was a person who played one of the leading roles among those who fashioned the
shape and things to come of Ukrainian American life since his arrival here back in
1921 as the diplomatic representative of the Western Ukrainian Republic.
As already reported here, at his post he greatly helped to promote knowledge of the
fight of the Ukrainian people to free themselves of foreign rule and oppression. The
various posts he occupied here in Ukrainian American life have been reported here
and are a matter of record. ...
Dr. Myshuha was a great man, in character, in the courage of his convictions,
and especially his idealism. ...
One of the greatest services of Dr. Myshuha was in the field of Ukrainian
American youth life, of which knowledge we are a past master. He first spoke to us
about promoting such activity, cultural and organizational, when we met him at the
old Ukrainian National Home in New York City upon his invitation following his
editorial in Svoboda about an article written by us which appeared in the daily
sometime in 1932.
We recognized his interest in activating the Ukrainian American youth at the
First Congress of Americans of Ukrainian Descent, held in Chicago during the
World's Fair in the summer of 1933, during the Ukrainian Week program held
there.
Addressing the delegates and guests from all over the country and from Canada
as well. Dr. Myshuha called upon them to unite in a non-partisan and non-sectarian
youth organization founded upon American democratic principles and dedicated
to the advancement of American ideals, and to the cause of Ukrainian national
liberation. An eloquent and convincing speaker at all times. Dr. Myshuha on this
occasion truly reached the heights of oratory, and as a result became one of the
inspirational forces in the creation of the Ukrainian Youth's League of North
America. ,
Luke Myshuha was not a journalist by training, yet he was a "natural" as an
editor. He had natural talent for writing commentaries on any subject under the
sun. This he was able to do because of his avaricious thirst for knowledge...
A Ukrainian American editor cannot confine his work to his editorial office. He
must go out as a speaker at various public functions and attend various conferences
of various organizations of which he is an elected officer.
Dr. Myshuha did more than his share in this field. He was called upon to speak
regularly at the various Shevchenko or Franko memorials, at the annual
observance of the historic November 1, 1918. when the Western Ukrainian
Republic came into being, of January 22, 1919, when that republic merged with the
Ukrainian National Republic, and at various anti-Communist manifestations
arranged by Ukrainian Americans throughout the country.
In our considered opinion he was undoubtedly the most eloquent and convincing
speaker of his time. Aside from his talent in oratory, his speaking ability was due
also to the fact that he never spoke "off the cuff"; he prepared every speech very
painstakingly, studying the subject material very carefully, and then in many cases
typing out the speech, and memorizing it. He never read his speeches.
Dr. Myshuha was especially expert in debate, as at the meetings of the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of America, to which belong some of the best brains in
Ukrainian American life. He would listen at length with his eyes closed to the pros
and cons submitted by the officers and finally, when he thought the moment was
ripe, he would galvanize into action, with the result that the views he expressed were
usually followed by the body.
Titles," March 19, 1955:
It is an American custom to address a person by the usual "Mr.,""Mrs..""Miss,"
"Reverend," "Professor." "Doctor," or by their official public titles "Governor,"
"Senator," etc. That is about all. No other titles are used in addressing one another in
conversation. Yet within recent postwar years there has appeared in our UkrainianAmerican life a rather odd, in our estimation, addiction to the use of titles in
addressing one another.
Guilty of this are hardly any of the older immigrants or their American-born sons
and daughters.
To the American-born it is rather out of place to address someone in Ukrainian as
Mister, Engineer or Professor, Editor, Agronomist, Veterinarian etc.
Address the person plainly, according to standard American usage.
European usage, of course, is different. There is that old joke - we think it was
told to us by the late Dr. Longin Cehelsky - that if in Vienna (before World War I)
you threw a stone out the window, two out of three times you would hit a person
titled a doctor.
When in Paris, after World War II, we met a nice individual who was presented
to us .in a rather pompous fashion as Doctor So-and-So. Several weeks later we
politely asked him what sort of a doctor he was. He equally politely replied that he
had received his doctorate as a good cobbler. The last, of course, is facetious, but
true.
There are so many greatly learned men in our Ukrainian American community
today, far more than ever before. They are greatly deserving of their titles. Still,
according to American parlance, they should not be overused in conversations. It
seems rather affected, out of place here.
"The late Cardinal Innitzer," December 10, 1955:
Theodore Cardinal Innitzer of Vienna, who died two months ago, was known
not only for his independent attitude toward the Austrian and Nazi governments
uunngme Austrian crisis ol IVJ/-JS. but also he was the first in і he Western world
to have the courage to protest publicly against the artificially arranged by the
(Continued on page 13)
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Press review: Cleveland Plain Dealer on Demjanjuk case, attorney's response
CLEVELAND - Writing in the
January 21 issue of The Plain Dealer,
columnist Jim Parker said that "there
are lots of– people who deserve some
answers on what has been said" about
John Demjanjuk, a Ukrainian from
Seven Hills, Ohio, who has been dena
turalized for lying to U.S. immigration
officials about his activities during
World War II.
Mr. Demjanjuk now faces depora–
tion to the Soviet Union and is threa
tened with possible extradition to Israel
where he could stand trial for war
crimes.
In a column titled "Searching for the
t r u t h , " Mr. Parker described Mr.
Demjanjuk as "stripped of citizenship,
accused of war crimes, of cutting,
stabbing, beating, shooting and gassing
Jews at a place called Treblinka, Po
land, during WWII, accused of being an
underling of the Nazi SS."
He then went on to say:
"Demjanjuk says he was drafted by
the Russian Army, wounded in the back
by shrapnel, later captured by the
Germans and shuttled between POW
camps until the end of the war.
"He says he lied to immigration
officials when he told them he held
civilian jobs throughout the war. He
says that is his only crime.
"Demjanjuk says he concealed his
Red Army membership from U.S.
authorities because he was afraid to go
back to Russia" (sic).
The columnist noted that Mr. Dem
janjuk says he wants asylum in the
United States and then commented:
"Asylum? Just like that he wants
asylum. Never mind what the govern
ment says he did once upon a dark
time."
"He says he didn't do it. The Justice
Department insists he did. Usually that
is the kind of question that ends up in a
criminal trial. That's what trials are for,
why everyone is guaranteed the right to
one."
The United Stateshas nojurisdiction
to try anyone for crimes committed in
Europe during World War II. However,
the Justice Department's Office of
Special Investigations has been seeking
the denaturalization of persons who lied
about their wartime activities when
applying for immigration to the United
States. The proceedings are of a civil,
not criminal, nature, and they do not
attempt to establish the innocence or
guilt of anyone suspected of Nazi
collaboration.
Wrote Mr. Parker:
"So now an immigration judge will
consider Demjanjuk's request to stay in
the United States, not whether he
actually did anything to anybody at a
place called Treblinka.
"And right now, Demjanjuk, a man
grabbing at anything, probably would
settle for that, a simple decision to let
him stay here."
Mr. Parker then went on to ask: "If,
by some chance. Judge Adolph Angelilii
should grant the asylum, what happens
to all" those nasty things people have
been saying about Demjanjuk?"
"If Demjanjuk is nothing more than a
scared Ukrainian on the lam from the
Russian army, then he deserves to have
that demonstrated," he continued. "If
he is. or was, what the government
claims, then a lot of people deserve to
have that demonstrated beyond rea
sonable doubt."
The columnist concluded his com
mentary with the following:
"The Israeli government seems to
think there is enough in what the U.S.
government says to warrant some
answers.

"They want to extradite Demjanjuk
and try him for crimes he may have
committed 40 years ago.
"They think they can prove he did
what he is accused of. Maybe they can,
maybe they сапЧ. But that's what trials^
are all about, and there are lots of
people who deserve some answers on
what has been said about Demjanjuk.
Not the least of whom is Demjanjuk."
Below is a response to Mr. Parker's
column, which was written by Mark J.
O'Connor. Mr. Demjanjuk's defense
attorney. The response was sent to The
Cleveland Plain Dealer. .
by Mark J. O'Connor

world attention away from the monu
mental atrocities that have been carried
out by the Soviet Union against tar
geted minorities for the last 40 years.
A terrifying, vivid example of KGB
methods in this regard occurred in the
United States last fall. Moscow had just
ordered the shooting down of an un
armed, civilian airliner. KAL flight 007.
carrying innocent men, women
and children was brought down in
flames by a Soviet missile over ocean
waters far from home. President Ro
nald Reagan and the entire civilized
world condemned the Soviets for this
act of barbarity.
The very next day. President Reagan
was denounced by Moscow as a "Nazi"
and an "ignoramus" for his overeaction
to the destruction of the airliner. To this
day, the Soviets continue to exhibit
pride over that incident as a demon
stration to the free world of "the
competence of the Soviet air defense
system."

This is in response to a Plain Dealer
article by Jim Parker titled "Search for
the Truth," which concerns my client
John Demjanjuk of Seven Hills, Ohio.
Once again the Plain Dealer's talented
editorial staff has jumped into this
profoundly important international
case on the side of prose and poetry and
Following closely upon the carefully
not on the side of professional journa timed Soviet Way article leveled against
lism.
Mr. Demjanjuk, the Soviets forwarded
John Demjanjuk has never been evidence to Washington that they felt
charged with or accused of the war would be sufficient to allow the U.S.
crimes that Mr. Parker chose to deli Office of Special Investigations (OSI) to
neate in his stylized editorial commen gain denaturalization of Mr. Demjan
tary, or of any other crimes for that juk and later his deportation to the
matter. The civil fact-finding conduct USSR. Photographs of a "captured"
ed by Justice Frank Battisti, without a l.D. card supposedly carried by Mr.
jury, was never convened to accuse Mr. Demjanjuk, were received by the Justice
Demjanjuk of any criminal activity. It Department; later, photographs that
was convened to determine if Mr. could only have been in Mr. Demjan
Demjanjuk had made misrepresenta juk's mother's possession in Soviettions on forms he filled out for entry controlled Ukraine, were sent. Strangely,
into the United States. Like hundreds of these later photographs were never
thousands of other displaced persons offered by the OSI at the denaturaliza
fleeing from Soviet mass murder after tion hearing before Justice Battisti.
World War II, he admittedly misrepre
The Soviet photographs of the alleged
sented his place of residence to avoid
l.D. card that were finally offered by
death by the black hand of Moscow.
It is conceded by all parties that Mr. the OSI were later admitted to have been
Demjanjuk had earlier in the war altered and blocked out by the KGB.
refused to follow the infamous . Soviet - Justice Battisti, however, continued to
"bullet order," whereby all Red Army credit the Soviet blocked-out photo
soldiers had to fire a bullet into their graph as key evidence in his fact-finding
heads rather than submit to capture by that Mr. Demjanjuk served as a guard
the Germans. Any soldier who failed to trainee in Trawniki and as a guard at
execute the "order" was condemned to the Treblinka Lager.
When a new defense.attorney entered
death for "betraying the motherland"
and if he could later be found by ,the the deportation hearing last year, this
KGB, the sentence would be carried same evidence from the Soviet KGB
had mysteriously disappeared, later to
out.
The Soviet government thought Mr. be found by the defense in the basement
Demjanjuk had been killed in action, of the district courthouse,
even paying his mother in Ukraine a full
Missing or misplaced KGB evidence Red Army death pension. One last visit has continued to be a problem for the
to her village birthplace in Ukraine by Office of Special Investigations through
Mr. Demjanjuk's wife, Vera, in the out the deportation hearing that is still
1970s, however, alerted the ever-vigilant being heard by Judge Adolph Angellili.
Soviet secret police. They soon found Explaining why the two government
out that Mr. Demjanjuk was hot only witnesses from Germany changed their
alive but actively speaking out against testimony in Mr. Demjanjuk's favor has
Russification and Soviet communism in -also become a problem for the OSI,
his new home in the United States. Back along with nagging questions about the
in the USSR, Mr. Demjanjuk's mother credibility of survivors' witness testi
was immediately stripped of her son's mony.
Red Army pension. She and all of Mr.
Demjanjuk's relatives were then made
Treblinka death camp survivorChaim
to face "Soviet justice." None of them Sztajer, who now resides in Australia,
has been seen or heard from since that thousands of miles from the group of
date.
Holocaust witnesses living in Israel,
Shortly thereafter, an article appear swore that the "real Ivan" was a man
ed in the' United States in a Moscow- living in Chicago, who bears no resem
controlled newspaper, Soviet Way, blance to Mr. Demjanjuk. Mr. Sztajer
which condemned Mr. Demjanjuk confirmed that he worked right at the
for the crime of "betraying the mother side of this "Ivan" for over a year at the
gas chambers in Treblinka. NJ^survivor
land" and for Nazi collaboration.
witness had a better opportunity to
It is a matter of historic record that, observe and remember, after 40 years,
since 1945, Soviet active measures units the "real Ivan" than did Mr. Sztajer.
in Europe have repeatedly denounced Mr. Sztajer was neverproduced by the
anti-Soviet or anti-Russian activity as OSI as a witness in the Demjanjuk
being "pro-Nazi" or "Nazi collabora denaturalization case, despite the OSl's
tion." Hitler's atrocities are effectively knowledge of his vital exculpatory
employed by the Kremlin to divert testimony.

This carefully planned and orches
trated KGB'smear campaign has, by
design, placed tremendous strains upon
the relations existing among various
ethnic groups in the United States. An
atmosphere of turbulence, distrust and
hatred between Americans of Jewish
ancestry and Americans of East Euro
pean background appears to be one of
the primary goals of Moscow in the
U.S. "Nazi trials." Using the U.S. justice
system to accomplish their goals was a
reality which, until recently, could only
have been catalogued as a fantasy by
Soviet Communist Party leaders. Now
it may be their dream come true.
The state of Israel, after being aware
of the accusations against Mr. Demjan
juk for at least the last seven years,
suddenly made a diplomatic decision to
apply to the United States for extradi
tion of this "fugitive from Israeli
justice." Strong public pressure had
been applied to the Justice Ministry in
East Jerusalem by the Office of Special
Investigations to occasion this Israeli
decision, at a time when the White
House was conducting delicate negotia
tions in the Middle East. The Office of
Special Investigations has now placed
itself in a position in which it is demand
ing that the deportation judge, Angellili,
deport Mr. Demjanjuk to the Soviet
Union while at the same time sitting in
on the request that Justice Battisti ship
him off to Israel. Sensational coverage
of the OSI's visits to East Jerusalem
regarding the Demjanjuk case were
carried by The New York Times news
paper last spring. Strangely, the Times
has had very little interest in publicizing
the Demjanjuk case since last summer
when the KGB evidence; perjuryi fraud
and corruption issues were presented to
the court.
In the face of the massive KGB
offensive launched against him. Mr.
Demjanjuk has displayed unbelievable
courage, faith in God and in America.
Despite Mr. Parker's editorial comment
about him being a "scared Ukrainian,"
Mr. Demjanjuk has shown no fear of
facing death, only disbelief that his
adopted country would sacrifice an
innocent man to the enemies of his
tation in order to satisfy the Soviets'
beastial blood hunger for revenge and
retribution.
In point of fact, Johnnie Demjanjuk.
speaking for his mother and sisters,
recently informed the court that his
family will never allow Mr. Demjanjuk
to face the Soviets alone. They will all
leave home with him if Judge Angellili
orders him deported to the USSR.
Indeed, Mr. Demjanjuk is not "grab
bing at anything" as Mr. Parker states
in his article, and he will never settle for
a "simple decision to let him stay here."
Only complete exoneration with just
compensation from all those who have
defamed his name and the name of all
free Ukrainians will restore justice.
In the historic case of Mr. Demjanjuk
of Seven Hills, Ohio, it has become
easy, it seems, to abandon objectivity
and stylistically victimize a solitary man
who is being itargeted by incredib!
powerful forces.
With the radiant light of truth and
American justice finally beginning to
shine through the Soviets'dark game of
deceit, however, perhaps some of that
light' will promote a greater public
understanding of the facts of this case so
that the alien invasion of our courts r
be ended before it is too late.
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Vasily Kondratuk's "Recent Paintings" Bodnar-Balahutrak to exhibit in Houston
reveal preoccupation with texture
by Daria Da/ewych
The recent exhibition of Vasily Kondratuk's "Recent Paintings" here at the
Tatay Gallery in Toronto was unusual
in more ways than one. What is most
apparent is the artist's preoccupation
with an overall texture and the human
figure.
The first impression is that of heavily
impastoed surfaces which upon closer
examination reveal a thin layer of oil.
acrylic or tempera applied with a palette
knife and glazed over until a rich, often
luminous facturc is obtained. This
results in a monochromatically varied
surface, a surface that becomes synonymous with the artist's touch.
Sometimes it is sensitively shaded to
provide shallow depth, but moSit often it
is used to flatten whole areas. Such
surface texture is rarely to be seen in
Canada except perhaps in works by
Makarenko and Chemiakin, former
non-conformist artists of the St. Petersburg Group from Leningrad.
Mr. Kondratuk. who was born and
studied in Kiev, came to Canada only
seven years ago by way of Italy, where
he was influenced by Italian Renaissance painting and architecture.
This influence is apparent in the
gently modeled figures of female nudes
reminiscent of the chiaroscuro technique of Leonardo da Vinci. In such
works as "Nude Woman with Shell"
and "Fortune Teller" the juxtaposition
of shadowy torsos and textured, flat
grounds provides an interesting inter–
p j ^ ^ C a n ' j U U s j o n of volume and
shallow space created by advancing and
receding color harmonics which,
unfortunately, is not always successfully resolved.
In "Rainbow," the solid, flat stripes
of color in the hair, sea shell, and
checkered pattern suggestive of a shawl,
create a transition between the flat,
textured surface and modelled figure of
the nude.
The figures in "Woman in Red Coat,"
"Harlequin" and "Woman Holding a

Pear" are clothed and. as a result.
Kondratuk doesn't have the urge to
model: he uses the same texture throughout, thus creating a more satisfying
visual unity. The composition also
benefits, and is more rhythmic and
harmonious. The stylized figures integrate more satisfactorily with the surrounding space.
Mr. Kondratuk's handling of faces
and hands tends to be repetitious and
sometimes disturbing. Most faces are
elongated, expressionless masks with
long noses and small lips suggestive of
By/antinc icons but lacking their spiritual intensity. Hands almost always are
small, flimsy cut-outs, somehow inconsistent with the finely modelled nudes as
well as the abstracted, flat figures.
Mr. Kondratuk's colors tend to be
warm and earthy with small accents of
brilliant cadmium red or orange. His
browns and ochres are richly varied and
' provide a contrast to the high intensity
yellows and reds lavishly used in "H:ir–
lequin" and "Woman Holding a Pear."
Their saturation and color harmonies
bring to mind colorful peasant costumes of his native Ukraine.
Ukrainian folklore and folk art
provide obvious inspiration for some of
Mr. Kondratuk's paintings. "Dance,"
"Blue Bird" and "Chumak" depict
decorative, highly stylized figures of
Kozaks, peasant girls and oxen. "Sweetheart" and "Chumak's Sons" are symmetrically composed as traditional folk
paintings with borders and plant motifs
around the picture plane. Of these,
"Chumak," meaning a Ukrainian salt
trader, depicted with two of his oxen
seems most original in composition,
harmonious in a color scheme of blues,
greys, and pearly whites with the allover effect of Mr. Kondratuk's texture.
"The Byzantine Kitchen Trap" (oil, 52 x 35 inches, 1983).
This beautiful, small painting was
executed in tempera and acrylics on
HOUSTON - An exhibition of dovsky." Her art work was selected for
board.
It is in his small pictures that Mr. paintings and drawings by Lydia Bod- inclusion in the 1984 Houston Arts
nar-Balahutrak
will open March 25 at Calendar and Directory.
Kondratuk seems to be at his best.
Ms. Bodnar-Balahutrak received her
"Musician" is refreshingly simple, the University of Houston at Clear Lake
MFA degree from George Washington
City, Texas.
(Continued on page 11)
University
in 1977. Since moving to
The show, continuing through April
24, will include a selection of works Houston in 1977, she has held the
position of instructor of painting and
completed in 1982-84. "
In a December 1983 review of Hous- drawing at San Jacinto College and art
ton-area gallery shows, Patricia C. lecturer at the University of Houston at
Johnson, art critic for The Houston Clear Lake City.
Chronicle, made special mention of the
the Kennedy Union Art Gailery. and artist's work.
Jane Brith. the promoter!
Of her own work, Ms. BodnarIn addition to the architecture ex- Balahutrak states: "In all the recurring
hibit, examples of Ukrainian folk art images of myself, my family, my friends,
will be on display in the Kennedy Union I strive to achieve a balance between
for the duration of the Kiev display. The particularization and generalization,
pieces are ori loan from the Oxford and touch the common core of all
MORRISTOWN, N.J. - T h e works of
Museum of Art at Miami University in human existence."
artist Arcadia Olenska-Petryshyn were
Oxford, Ohio.
Ms. Bodnar-Balahutrak uses her self- on display at the Morris Museum of
In addition, an exhibit of icono- image often, but metaphorically, to Arts and Sciences here from February 4
graphy and contemporary Ukrainian address additional issues of being a to March 18.
churches in the diaspora - part of the woman, and to allude to the dilemmas
The exhibit, which featured environUkrainian Marian collection - can be and role-playing unique to women.
mental paintings, was curated by Harry
seen in the Marian Librarv. which is on
The artist has participated in several Frederick Orchard. It included eight
the seventh floor of the university national group juried exhibitions and renditions of foliage, trees, branches
library. The exhibits may be viewed invitational shows. Most recently, her and cacti.
daily from 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
work was accepted into the First Annual
Ms. Olenska Petryshyn, 49, came to
The Ukrainian Collection at the Prize Competition at Provincetown the United States with her parents in
Marian Library was begun a few years Museum in Massachusetts. In 1983 her 1949. She holds a master's degree in art
ago with the help of interested, en- painting was awarded first prize in the from Hunter College, and has had
thusiastic and devoted friends, who National COM Small Painting and individual shows throughout the counstarted a project to collect all materials Drawing Competition at College of the try. Her works appear in collections
connected with the Marian cult in Mainland, juried by New York artist around the world.
Ukraine and its influence on Ukrainian Janet Fish.
The Morristown exhibit was noted in
In Houston she is affiliated with the the March 4 issue of The Star-Ledger
culture. Today, three and a half years
later, thanks to interested, generous Harris Gallery. I his past tall she was a and in local newspapers.
people around the globe, a sizable guest lecturer at the University of
The Star-Ledger's art columnist,
collection of materials on Ukrainian Pittsburgh: her presentation was tilled Eileen Watkins, called the show "deMariology - both in Ukraine and in "Ukrainian Ethnicity and 20th Century corative, substantial and generally
Artists: Archipenko, Kurelek, Hniz.– classy." -,.,
the diaspora — exists at the library.

"Lost Architecture of Kiev" exhibit
opens at University of Dayton gallery
DAYTON. Ohio - The New York
Ukrainian Museum's exhibit, "The Lost
Architecture of Kiev," opened here at
the John Kennedy Memorial Union Art
Gallery on March 4. It runs through
March 31.
The traveling exhibit was brought to
Dayton through the efforts of the
Ukrainian Collection of the Marian
Library at the University of Dayton, the
Marianists of Ohio. Auxiliary Archbishop Nicholas Elko. the Ukrainian
Association of Dayton, and thanks to
the support of Archbishop Daniel E.
Pilarczyk of Cincinnati.
The exhibit is made up of photographs documenting the destruction by
the Soviet government in the 1930s of
Kiev's ancient churches, monasteries
and belfries, some dating back to the
1 Ith century.
The March 4 opening included an
appearance by Auxiliary Archbishop
Elko and an introductory speech by the
Rev. Theodore Koehler, director of the
Marian Library. Also present were
Steve Carter, president of the Dayton
chapter of the American Institute of
Architects; Thorn Gootman. director of

Olenska-Petryshyn
works displayed
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Profile: Volodymyr Strelnikov, contemporary artist from Odessa
by Marta Kolomayets
MUNICH
"There is something
aboul the city of, Odessa, about the
south, the Mediterranean elimate and
the warm winds that has always enticed
me and most other Odessa residents."
Ukrainian artist Volodymyr Strelnikov
said in a recent interview.
Historically, this port city has always
had many foreign contacts and. even
though it was isolated after the Revolu
tion in 1917. the city still has quite a
mixed ethnic identity. Mr. Strelnikov.
who spent his first 38 years in Odessa,
noted thatmany Greeks. Italians. Jews.
Russians and Ukrainians who still live
there give the city its character. It is a
conglomeration of ethnic neighbor
hoods wrapped in historic tradition. Its
character, architecture, even the menta
lity of the people express a yearning for
southern Europe, for the old civiliza
tions of the Mediterranean, the ajtist
said.
The man who goes on at such endear
ing lengths aboul his native Odessa
never had any intentions of leaving it. It
was in this city that he learned about life
and was inspired to paint.
Yet, fate had something else in store
for the 44-year-old artist who now
makes Munich his home. In 1978, he
was forced to emigrate to the West
because of his role in organizing un
official art exhibits in the Soviet Union.
Mr. Strelnikov first began painting in
the late 1950s. He began his studies at
the Odessa Art School and partici
pated in his first exhibit in 1960.
Of those days, he said: "This was
during Khrushchev's time, a time of
thaw (easing of restrictions by the
government^."We were all studying
then,wc were young and had hopes for
the future, believing that positive
developments would take place in our
art world." Mr. Strelnikov added that
he and his artist colleagues even thought
that in 10 to 15 years, relations with
Western countries would be possible
and art exchanges would be established.
The atmosphere for learning was freer
then, he said.
Dispirited and disenchanted by 1968,
Mr. Strelnikov looked upon the inva
sion cf Czechoslovakia as the end to any
hope he ever had. "By then it was very
clear to me that nothing would change
for the better." Mr. Strelnikov re
membered.
Back in the early 1960s, Mr. Strel
nikov had enjoyed a certain popularity
in the Soviet Union; he was looked
upon as an up-and-coming young artist
and was often assigned to paint murals
in Odessa bookstores, restaurants and
institutes. He completed the Odessa Art
School, but later he came into conflict
wilh the administration of the Odessa
Art Teachers' School and left before
completing it. For a while he considered
going to Moscow to resume his educa
tion there. He felt that Moscow offered
a broader cultural view. Here exhibits
from the West would be shown sooner
than in any other city in the Soviet
Union.
However, it so happened that he
never resettled, and in retrospect he
said: "I am very glad I did not leave my
city, lor there 1 learned a lot from
nature, from my fellow artists, from my
environment. There is something to be
learned from living in one place for an
extended period of time."
In the late 1960s. Mr. Strelnikov also
ran into problems with the Artists'
Guild to which he belonged. Soon after
this, his life took on a different direc
tion. He found he could no longer paint
what was expected of him.

"A Soviet painter who belongs to the
guild has it good. He is supplied with
work, given an apartment, a studio to
work in. comfortable conditions. He
belongs to a privileged class. How
ever, he has to adhere to certain stan
dards." Mr. Strelnikov noted, lie must
paint realistic, optimistic illustrations
solely on Communist Party themes. He і
is often commissioned to paint portraits
of Soviet leaders or paint official
paintings lor party holidays, for
example. Red Army Day. which are
then hung in official institutions. He is
not permitted to paint on religious or
nationalist themes. Eroticism is also not
permitted in his works. According to
Mr. Strelnikov. the Soviet artist paints
in the style of realism and this realism,
Mr. Strelnikov added, is masterfully
done. He admits that it is difficult for
him to watch realist painters in the
West, for the schooling in the Soviet
Union is much more precise than he has
observed in the West. Mr. Strelnikov,
however, could not paint in this style
that was dictated to him.
By the year 1971, Mr. Strelnikov no
longer took part in official exhibits of
Soviet art. His art was unacceptable to
the juries that decided what could and
could not be shown. His art had evolved
in the direction of symbolism, and his
synthetic landscapes had no place at
official exhibits.
He aggravated this situation when he
made it clear to the Artists' Guild that
the guild was hot an artist's organiza
tion. It was not a professional organiza
tion, he said, for it concerned itself with
party ideology and ignored the contem
porary development of art.
As a result. Mr. Strelnikov began
exhibiting at unofficial exhibits. An
unofficial art exhibit, he explained, is
held in a person's own apartment. The
paintings are hung on the walls, and
friends come to view them. They, bring
their friends, and soon one has a circle
of observers, criticsand admirers. These
exhibits are held after work hours, well
into the evening, and discussions on
various themes often take place.
"Of course, these exhibits were under
(Continued on page 10)

Volodymyr Strelnikov in his studio apartment, Munich, 1984.

Untitled pen and ink drawing, 1965.

Mr. Strelmkm. standing in the back TOW center, with his artist friends in Odessa, 1971.
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Profile: Volodymyr Strelnikov...
(Continued from page 9)
the surveillance of KGB agents. Mr. community. He related that, although
Strelnikov added. "But they did. not he had known that such a community
disturb us. They only listened and took existed while he lived and worked in
down information."
Odessa, he did not know much about it.
The unofficial exhibits continued to "Ukrainian nationalism is a very
take place and Mr. Strelnikov often was dangerous subject in Ukraine." he said.
their organi/er in Moscow and Odessa. He. added that in Odessa, a RussianMr. Strelnikov saw himself as an speaking city, activities of the Ukrai
artist committed to his creative work, nian emigre community were not widely
not as a dissident, but the pressure from publicized. He noted that the Ukrainian
the government mounted. He had to population in the port city is increasing
make a difficult choice: risk imprison as Ukrainian-speaking people from
ment for his work, or leave the country villages resettle in industrial cities
and everything behind.
because of jobs.
Reluctant to leave his native Odessa.
He'has begun learning more about
Mr. Strelnikov. who is not Jewish, the Ukrainian emigre communities, and
finally did emigrate during the mass has traveled widely throughout Europe
Jewish emigration in 1978.
and North America with his exhibits.
"I did not want to emigrate because 1
Among the Ukrainians in Munich, he
did not believe that 1 would have it good has found very few who arc interested in
in the West. I was not a young man contemporary art. He has observed a
anymore. I did not know any Western greater interest among Ukrainians in
languages. 1 was leaving my family and the United States and Canada,
friends behind." he said.
citing the Ukrainian Institute of
Mr. Strelnikov emigrated alone, Modern Art in Chicago as a gallery
leaving behind a son. who is now 14 with a truly professional approach.
years old. and lives with his mother. "! ' "It seemed to me that the people
did not have the same reasons for there understood that art is interna
leaving as the Jews did. They were tional, it knows no boundaries." Con
leaving to escape the anti-Semitic versely, he has also encountered Ukrai
feelings that still prevailed, they were nians that believe there is such a thing as
leaving because they felt the West absolutely Ukrainian art. "They are
offered them better opportunities, simply wrong in their thinking," he
offered their children a better educa adamantly stated. He does believe that
tion."
art may have nationalistic characteris
He. on the other hand, wanted his son tics - and this is normal, he said. But he
to live and grow in his native land, to be stresses the importance of looking at
surrounded by family, to feel like a art outside this framework.
person in his own homeland.
Mr. Strelnikov hopes to continue
Mr. Strelnikov settled in Austria, at exhibiting his works all over the free
first making no attempts to contact the world. He is currently showing in a
Ukrainian emigre community. "I want small German gallery in Munich and
ed to see the West first." he said, "and some of his works are still part of the
-Expose myselt– to the-art world 1 had traveling "Contemporary Artists from
always wanted to see."
Ukraine" show. (The Ukrainian Insti
However, in 1979. the Ukrainian tute of America in New York currently
community in Munich, specifically the has this show on view).
Ukrainian Free University, asked Mr.
"I would like to exhibit everywhere,
Strelnikov to exhibit his paintings. He where there are white wails, good light,
traveled to Munich and sold almost all preferably daylight and an enthusiastic
of his works.
public," he said. He lives solely from the
The arrival of non-conformis+a'rtists - money he makes selling his paintings,
from Ukraine triggered the exhibit and he vvorks slowly.
"Contemporary Artists from Ukraine."
He creates in his studio apartment,
which has been shown in Munich. which literally serves as both a studio
London. Paris. Toronto. Winnipeg, and an apartment. "1 most thoroughly
New York. Philadelphia, Cleveland, enjoy every detail of the work process
Washington and Chicago, and which itself." he confided. "I work slowly, but
featured the works of Volodymyr all my energies are geared toward that
Makarenko. Vitalij Sa/onov. Anton work process. 1 enjoy the feeling that
Solomukha and Mr. Strelnikov. All when one works on a painting for years,
four artists emigrated from Ukraine it then becomes something precious."
between 1978 and 1980. and all know
Mr. Strelnikov thinks that this atti
each other from Ukraine. Interestingly tude reflects his love of the archaic, of
enough. Mr. Strelnikov stated that works from pre-Christian limes.and his from correspondence received from love of the icon.
fellow artists in the Soviet Union he
The icons most beautiful to Mr.
learned that when news of his con Strelnikov arc those which reflect
temporary artists' exhibits in the free hundreds of years of tradition. Icons
world reached Ukraine, a certain before which hundreds or thousands of
leniency among the juries of official art people have prayed. Their spirit also
exhibits was felt.
becomes part of the work itself, he said.
"My artist friends who painted in
And so it is with Mr: Strclnikov'sart.
experimental and modern styles were He evolves through his works, makinga
automatically granted permission to complicated creation seem simple again
exhibit their paintings." he said.
to the viewer. He stresses that his works
It was in 1979 that Mr.-Strelnikovgot may not be a manifestation of a fresh
his first glance at the Ukrainian етіцге new concept, since he must first feel
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comfortable with an idea.
Currently he is interested in the play
ol light, in the warmth offered by the
light in Odessa. I he Mediterranean
colors are present in his vvorks. the same
colors he associates with the steppes and
the sea.
In Odessa. Mr. Strelnikov painted
figures: he no longer finds them interest
ing. "My figures blended into architec
ture, and then the architecture became
something live...It became a symbol of

Have you contributed to the
UKRAINIAN COMMUNITY FUND
in 1984?

the living figures," he explained. He
works spontaneously', but always stays
true to his convictions. I trust my
reactions." he said.
Having painted in Odessa lor over 20
years, not until today, living in Munich,
docs he finally feel close to hisfirstlove.
Odessa. "When 1 lived' there. 1 was
interested in things removed from me.
things I did not know. Now. I.finally feel
a bond between me and my native city."

Unfilled work, pen and ink, 1982.

SEND IT NOW!
UKRAINIAN AMERICAN
COORDINATING COUNCIL
140 Second Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003
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Vasily Kondratuk's...
(Continued from page 8)
spontaneous and combines a surrealist
checkered floor with three dimensional
figures suggestive of Henry Moore's
sculptures. In "Miniature 11," the
picture plane, broken into areas of
greenish-blue colors, creates a setting
for a sitting, finely modelled nude.
"Self-portrait" is a well drawn, balanced
composition which amazingly includes

Notes on...
(Continued from page S)
the purely instrumental demands of
the 20th century.
Among Liudkevych's works fore
most are his monumental and brilliant
cantatas for choir and orchestra
utilizing the poetic works of Shev–
chenko, "Testament" and "The Cau
casus," which due to their extraor
dinary artistic quality long ago
became gemN in the treasury ol Euro
pean music. It is important to note
that in these works the orchestra does
not play a subordinate role as mere
accompaniment, but is an equal
creative partner of the choir and the
poetry of Shevchenko.
"Testament," and especially "The
Caucasus," are vast canvases featur
ing a wide range of emotions and,
what is most beloved in Liudkevych,
a magical and endless weave of the
individual voices of the choir and
orchestra. These are the works of a
master of program music in which
each sound is strictly subordinated ш
a programmed text or theme. Pro
gram music entails composing or
painting through sound a certain
distinctly delineated program, a
history. It is the music of depictions,
and Liudkevych emerged as its great
artist.
'
'
The first part of "The Caucasus"
depicts Prometheus, the mythologi
cal Titan who gave mankind the gift
of fire. He has been punished for
disobedience by the god Zeus and
chained to a mountain peak in the
Caucasus, where he is tormented by a
bird of prey. In Shevchenko's poem
of the same title, the fire of Pro
metheus symbolizes freedom.
In Liudkevych's canvas of the
terrible punishment of the chained
Prometheus, we see a depictibn of the
internal and external uprising of
man, society, the nation. Liud
kevych's music, which is organically
tied to the text, is full of contrasts,
rich in modulations, sudden in dyna
mics. Beginning with the words:
"Rending, but it ne'er drains fully/ All
his living blood," the music gains
assuredness and, through a relentless
motif featuring stringed instruments
and the interplay of women's and
men's choruses, is transformed into
the nuclear march: "And our human
spirit dies not/ And our freedom dies
not..."
In Ukraine, the fire of Prometheus
is the ideal of freedom that is brought
to life by Shevchenko and Liud
kevych. It burned brightly when
"The Caucasus." in its entirety, was
performed under the artistic direc
tion of conductors such as Lev
Turkevych and Mykola Kolessa.
Like an Olympic torch, this flame
was brought from Ukraine by Maes
tro Kolesnyk to be relit in the vicinity
of the Statue of Liberty - in Car
negie Hall on April I. Let -us be
witnesses to this act.
Struggle on - and you will conquer,
God is helping you!
On your side is truth and glory
And the sacred freedom!
- from "The Caucasus"
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in the lower right hand corner the head
of Makarenko, whose influence on Mr.
Kondratuk's work may be felt through
out the exhibition.
The least satisfying work, and per
haps one that should not have been
included, is the overworked "Fiddler."
The architectural background is too
busy and the yellow-green color raw
and jarring. Mr. Kondratuk's penchant
for classical buildings is apparent in
several other pictures where it provides
a linear background to the figures and is
superimposed, not always successfully,
on the textured surface. However, in
"Piazza Santa Croce," the architecture,
statues and figures combh.v in pioducc
an eerily surrealistic composition.
There are no signs of social realism in
Mr. Kondratuk's ouvre. In common
with other Soviet non-conformist
painters, a group in which he was not a
participant, he refrains from any men
tion of the society in which he spent
most of his life, and escapes into a
private world of fantasy and detach
ment. The work created in the last 12
months doesn't manifest the metaphysi
cal content of Chemiakiri nor the
uniquely original vision of Makarenko.
A serene sense of displacement, of
unreality, haunts some of his canvasses.
Their decorativeness betrays his early
training in applied and monumental art,
but also ensures visually pleasing and
harmonious compositions.
It should be interesting to see Mr.
Kondratuk's work as he comes into
closer contact with Abstract Expres
sionism, Postpainterly Abstraction and
all the other art forms of a free Western
society. At age 44, Mr. Kondratuk has a
future in Canadian painting.

Giant mosquito to grace city
WINNIPEG - Sometime this
fall, the 60 or so citizens of the hamlet
of Komarno, Man., will awake to
find a giant mosquito in their midst,
only this one won't sting.
This mosquito will be 12 feet Jong,
have plexiglass wings and rotate on a
perch.
According to the Winnipeg Sun,
the giant insect is the brainchild of
local store owner Mike Shalagan.
"In Ukrainian, Komarno means
'full of mosquitos.' " said Mr. Shala
gan. "So we thought a giant mos
quito would make an appropriate
monument." He added that a nearby
i'ivn has a giant goose.

The mosquito was designed by
Marlene Hourd, a local artist, and
because the government recently
turned down a request for a grant to
help cover the S4,000 cost of the
project, the town is planning raffles
and T-shirt sales to bring in the
funds.
"The T-shirts will say 'mosquito
capital of the world,' " said Faye
Shalagan, Mike's wife. "That's how it
must have seemed to the Ukrainian
settlers who named it." She admitted
that the mosquito menace is now no
worse than anywhere else in the
province.

Miami dancers mark 34th year
MIAMI - The Ukrainian Dancers
of Miami celebrated their 34th year on
March 4 with a floor show for a capacity
audience at the Ukrainian American
Club of Miami.
After dinner was served, the dancers
performed 40 minutes of non-stop fancy
footwork and fast-paced dancing, in
cluding, "Zhvavyi Hutsul," "Na Seli,"
and their brand new finale "Hopak,"
choreographed by Hanya and Donna
Maksymowich.
About half the dancers have attended
the summer Dance Workshop at Soyu–
zivka, under the direction of Peter
Marunczak, and all feel it has helped
improve their dancing skills.
The group is under the direction of
Taras Maksymowich and Katherine
Hodivsky, who started in the group as

performing members 34 years ago. The
group, also includes ballet and Ukrai
nian-folk dancer from Argentina, An
ton Syszczyk, who hopes to remain in
the United States" and whom the dance
group hopes will remain as artistic
director. '
The audience included a busload of
Ukrainians from Palm Beach, who
made the trip for the day to see and
support the dancers, who will be per
forming at the Palm Beach Festival for
the third straight year.
When asked about future plans of the
group, Mr. Maksymowich, who is a
UNA supreme advisor, said: "Next year
is our 35th anniversary and plans are
already underway for its preparation.
With the outstanding caliber of our
dancers it promises to be a great year."

Now available

THE GREAT
FAMINE
IN UKRAINE:
THE UNKNOWN
HOLOCAUST
Compiled and edited by
the editors of
The Ukrainian Weekly
Published by
the Ukrainian National Association
Featuring:
DR. OMELJAN PRITSAK: Foreword
DR. JAMES E. MACE: The man-made famine of 1932-33: what happened and why
DR. MYRON B. KUROPAS: America's "Red Decade" and the Great Famine cover-up
MARCO CARYNNYK: Malcolm Muggeridge on Stalin's famine: "deliberate" and "diabolical'
starvation
EYEWITNESS RECOLLECTIONS
DISSIDENTS ON THE FAMINE
Available only from SVOBODA PRESS, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
Price:
1-9 copies
10-19 copies
20 or more copies

53.00 per copy, plus SI 00 postage and handling per order
І2.50 per copy, plus І2.00 postage and handling per order
52.50 per copy, plus S3.00 postage and handling per order

ALL ORDERS MUST BE PREPAID. MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO SVOBODA PRESS.
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10 debut at Chervona Kalyna Ball in Rochester

Oseredok seeks curators
WINNIPEG - The Ukrainian Cul
tural and Educational Centre here has
job openings for a.gallery curator and
museum curator.
Fluency in the Ukrainian and English
languages is essential and the salaries
range from S2I.500 to S26.500.
For information on responsibilities
and qualifications contact: Personnel
Committee. Ukrainian. Cultural and
Educational Centre, I84 Alexander
Ave. F... Winnipeg. Man. R3B 0L6.

Non-profit...
(Continued from page 3)
musical administrate?: Andrew Witer.
finance: Jaroslaw Bilak. public rela
tions, and Wolodymyr Kudryk. liaison
between
Toronto and Edmonton.
---;
An active member of the Ukrainian
lllhoirtl Иі II
"he 26th annual Chervona Kalyna Debutante Ball was and the debutantes anu tneir escorts w^i e yi esc?ilied by community. Mrs. Zaraska also holds
neld in Rochester, N.Y., at the Holiday Inn on February Stefania Pawlowych and Luba Szmigel..Over 200 people the post ol president of the Ukrainian
18. The event was sponsored by the Sichovi Striltsi attended the event, which also featured the Veselka band Opera Guild of Toronto. Mr. Holynsky
Brotherhood, Ukrainian American Veterans, the Brother under the direction of Wasyl Kornylo. The debutantes, is a Toronto high school teacher: Mr.
hood of the Veterans-of the UPA, the Brotherhood of the (from left) are: Diana Babiuk, Vera Wenglowskyj, Lisa Bardyn. an immigration lawyer: Mr.
1st Division of the Ukrainian National Army, and local Wenglowskyj, Nina Denysenko, Tanya Zazulak, Chris Bojec/ko. a trial lawyer; Mr. Poroniuk.
branches of the Ukrainian Gold Cross and the Ukrainian tina Zazulak, Halya Zajac, Anya Prybyla, Natalia a librarian: Mr. Witer. a management
National Women's League of America. It featured the Charambura and Tanya Chwesik. The escorts are: consultant specializing in human re
presentation of 10 debutantes from Rochester, Syra Tymish Hankewycz, Mykola Wansha, Petro Elyjiw, sources: Mr. Kalistchuk. a music
cuse, St. Catharines, Ont., and Miami. Th,e master of Alexander Stanko, Wolodymyr Budziak, Marko Cha scholar: Mr. Bilak. a senior business
ceremonies for the evening was Wolodymyr Kalynych, rambura, Petro Makohon, Roman Kraus, Ihor Babiuk executive: and Mr. Kudryk. a top
executive of a consulting company.
and Ihor Kolcio.
Correspondence with the RUM Foun
dation should be sent to: The Rus–
Ukraine Millennium Foundation. 295
What is a UNA
An investment in your future
College St.. Suite 300. Toronto. Ont.
M5T IS2. Further information may be
obtained by writing to the RUM Foun
and the Ukrainian community's future.
insurance policy?
dation's headquarters orbvcalling(4l6)
968-2804.

HELP WANTED

Editorial assistant/assistant editor

UKRAINIAN
SYMPHONIC CONCERT

full time
(part-time position possible)
Requirements: training in journalism or related field, writing experience,
knowledge of Ukrainian language.
Salary commensurate with experience and qualifications; good benefits.
Send resume, reference and clippings to: The Editor, The Ukrainian Weekly, 30
Montgomery St., Jersey City, N.J. 07302.

Ukrainian Students Association
of Michnowsky TUSM

PROCLAIMS and CALLS
the Ukrainian Community to participate in

YURIY SHUKHEVYCH
DEFENSE WEEK
March 26th - 31st, 1984
and

DEMONSTRATION IN THE DEFENSE
OF UKRAINE AND YURIY SHUKHEVYCH
on Saturday, March 31st, 1984
і ЧЕ WEEKS PROGRAM INCLUDES:

Sunday, April 1,1984 at 2:30 pm

Щ щр

шш ЩЕ

і
і
і

PROCLAMATION of "Yuriy Shukhtvych Defense Week" at the CITY HALL in New York,
MEETINGS at the WHITE HOUSE. Senators, and Congressmen, in Washington. D.C.
LECTURES and FILM "Prisonland,"
Lecturer - NINA STROKATA-KARAVANSKY
UKRAINIAN LIBERATION FRONT - March 25th. 2 p.m.
NEW YORK UNIVERSITY LAW SCHOOL - March 28th. 4 p.m.
SAINT GEORGE ACADEMY - March 29th, 2 p.m.
SAINT JOHN'S UNIVERSITY - March 30th. 1 p.m.
і VIGIL at the "PRISON CELL." a symbolic prison cell deoicktin'g the 34 year incarceration of Yuriy
Shukhevych. on MARCH 28th. 29th. and 30th. at CITY HALL PARK, between Park Row and Broadway.
in the financial district of New York, from 11 a.m. to 7 p.m.
u DEMONSTRATION in the DEFENSE of UKRAINE and YURIY SHUKHEVYCH. on Saturday, MARCH 31st.
at 2 p.m.. on First Avenue and 47th Street, and MARCH to the SOVIET MISSION at Lexington Avenue
and 67th Street.
Speakers: NINA STR0KATA. SVIATOSLAW KARAVANSKY. White House Uason - UNAS K0JELIS,
Senator A l 0 АМАТ0. Congressman BILL GREEN.
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Ukrainian Research...
(Continued from page I)

suggestions, the University of Illinois
was chosen as the seat of the Ukrainian
!Research Program.
; This choice was made for several
reasons, including the fact that the
library of this particular university
possesses one of the largest Ukrainian
collections, which have been purchased
and professionally processed exclusive
ly with university funds. This collection
has served over 200 scholars and gra
duate students from different countries,
|Who have done research — especially
jduring the internationally known
:Summer Research Laboratory on East
'European Countries — on Ukrainian

themes.
It was the University of Illinois where
the noted Ukrainian scholarly con
ferences, which received high praise in
Ukrainian and non-Ukrainian scholarly
circles, originated. Also, the location of
this university is convenient for visiting
researchers and participants of confe
rences from all the states in the United
States and provinces in Canada.
The inaugural opening of the Ukrai
nian Research Program will be held at
conferences in June. Details will soon
be announced in the press.
The address of the URPis: Ukrainian
Research Program at the University of
Illinois, Urbaria-Champaign Campus,
1208 W. California Ave., Urbana, 111.
61801.

Moskal installed...

Danylchuck of Carnegie, Pa., served as
toastmaster, and the Rev. Emil Ma–
',
(Continued from page 1)
nastersky of Fresh Meadows, N.Y.,
John J. Graham, Martin N. Lohmuller, gave the thanksgiving prayer at the end
Edward T. Hughes, Louis A. Simone, of the banquet.
Cleveland Mayor George V. Voino–
and Francis B. Schulte; as well as all the
priests from the newly formed eparchy. vich presented Bishop Moskal with the
Deacons Stephen Hutnick and Michael key to the city. Greetings were received
Hutsko served as deacons during the from City Councilman John Zayac and
State Sen. Gary C. Suhadolmik.
liturgy.
The following day, Bishop Moskal
Metropolitan Sulyk presided over the
liturgy. Also present in the sanctuary held an eparchal conference during
were Archbishop Edmund C. Szoka of which he announced new appointments
Detroit and Auxiliary Bishop. Moses B. to varidus offices. The Rev. Danylchuk
Anderson. The responses were sung by was appointed vicar general, the Rev.
the St. Josaphat Cathedral Choirdirect– Thomas Sayuk, chancellor, the Rev.
Tylawskyj, vice-chancellor, and the
ed by Evhen Sadowskyj.
That evening at 6 p.m., a banquet was Rev. Ivan Stevensky, eparchal econo
held at Stouffer's Inn on the Square in mist.
According to reports .in America, the
downtown Cleveland. The Very Rev.
Michael Rewtiuk, pastor of St. Josa– diocesan corporation will be headed by
phaf's Cathedral and head of the com Bishop Moskal; its members are the
mittee which made all the arrangements Revs. Leo Tymkiw, Stevensky and
for the installation, welcomed all to.the Sayuk.
banquet. An invocation was delivered
by Bishop Hrynchyshyn and a letter
DECORATING EGGS FOR EASTER?
from Patriarch Josyf was read to the
LEARN HELPFUL HINTS IN:
public at the banquet.
A brief program was presented by the
PYSANKY: People. P U c u J. Pimpuihky
A Quarterly newsletter on the traditionil folk art of H t t i m
Kashtan Dance Group, followed by the
Europe, including Ukraine, Poland ft Uthramr. commonly
known as pysanky
keynote address of Metropolitan Sulyk.
Each islue reports on a featurtd artist, a specific design
Remarks on behalf of the clergy and the
or color, a place to find ens ft recipes of ethnic origin.
Sample issues are S2 50ftsubscriptions are 510.00. Send
laity were delivered by the Rev. Ada–
to: MYQUf?S EGG TREE
miak of Youngstown, Ohio,and Bohdan
Ї 4 Farmbrook Drive. Old Bridge. N.J. 08B57
A. Futey of Cleveland. The Rev. Russell

Ukrainian National Association
DISTRICT COMMITTEE of WILKES BARRE, Pa.
ANNOUNCES THAT

ANNUAL MEETING
WILL BE HELD
Sunday, April 8, 1 9 8 4 at 2:00 p.m.
at the
Hall of S t Volodymyr Ukrainian Catholic Church
Zerbey Avenue, EDWARDSVILLE, Pa.
The Branch officers, Convention delegates and representatives of the following UNA Branches
are invited to attend the meeting:

29, 30, 99, 169, 223, 236, 282, 319.
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From our pages...
(Continued from page 6)
Russian Communist regime famine in Ukraine in the early 1930s, all done for
the purpose of compelling the Ukrainian peasants to accept collectivization of their
farms, and, at the same time, to attempt to stifle their national resistance to
Russian rule.
The famine claimed about 6 million Ukrainians.
At the request of the Lviv Metropolitan Andrey Sheptytsky, Cardinal Innitzcr,
the first in the West, protested at this genocidal act of the Soviet misrulers of
Ukraine. Although this appeal was published in leading newspapers throughout the
world, including The New York Times, still it was not heeded very much. The
Americans, for instance, could not believe in these barbarities.

ADVERTISING RATES
SVOBODA UKRAINIAN LANGUAGE DAILY
AND THE UKRAINIAN WEEKLY
1 column/inch (1 inch by tingle column):
fraternal and community advertisements

| 6.00

general advertisements

S 10.00

Note: All advertisements which span the full eight-column page of
Svoboda are subject to the S 10.00 per column/inch rate.
If the advertisement requires a photoreproductionthere is an additional
charge as follows:
single column
| 8.00
double column
S10.00
triple column
„
S12.00

Deadlines for submitting advertisements:
Svoboda: two days prior to desired publication date.
The Ukrainian Weekly: noon of the Monday before the date of the Weekly
issue in question.
Advertisements will be accepted over the telephone only in emergencies:

There's no place like Soyuzivka

SOYUZIVKA

1984 SUMMER/FALL
CAMPS 8. WORKSHOPS
at SOYUZIVKA:
TENNIS CAMP - June 2 4 - July 3
(Boys and Girls ages 12-18). Food and lodging 5170.00 (UNA members),
5200.00 (non-members). Tennis fee: 560.00.
BOYS' CAMP - June 3 0 - July 14
Recreational camp for boys ages 7-12, featuring hiking, swimming, games,
Ukrainian songs and folklore. UNA members: 5100.00 per week; non-members
5120.00 per week.
GIRLS' CAMP - July 15-29
Similar program to boys' camp; same prices.

PROGRAM:
1. Opening
2. Election of presidium for annual meeting
3. Minuses of preceding meeting
4. Reports of District Committee Officers
5. Discussion on reports and acceptance
6. Election of District Committee Officers
7. Address of UNA Supreme Organizer STEFAN HAWRYSZ
8. Question and answer
9. Adoption of District Program for 1984
10. Discussion and Resolutions
11. Adjourment.

UKRAINIAN FOLK DANCE WORKSHOP - July 2 9 - August 1 1
Traditional Ukrainian folk dancing for beginners, intermediate and advanced
dancers. Limit 60 students. Food and lodging: 5195.00 (UNA members),
5205.00 (non-members.) Instructor's fee: 560.00.
UKRAINIAN ART COURSES - August 11-25
Hands-on experience in woodcarving, weaving, embroidery and easter-egg
decorating, under the supervision of experts. UNA members: 5200.00. Nonmembers: 5220.00.

Meeting will be attended by:
STEFAN HAWRYSZ, UNA Supreme Organizer

UKRAINIAN AND INTERNATIONAL COOKING COURSES September 3 0 - October 5
Baking, cooking, meat and fish preparation and nutrition instruction for men
and women. UNA members: 5225.00. Non-members: 5250.00.

All UNA members are invited to attend this meeting.

For more information, please contact the management of Soyuzivka:

DISTRICT COMMITTEE:
Katharine Lukacz
Treasurer

SOYUZIVKA UNA ESTATE
Foordemoore Rd.. Kerhonkson, N.Y. 12446 a (914) 626-5641

Roman Diakrw
Chairman

wtsyl Stefuryn
Secretary
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The Ukrainian Weekly Press Fund
Donations to special famine book fund
John Sosnowy, Setauket, N.Y
Maksym Wasyluk, Washington, D.C
R.L Chomiak, McLean, Va
Olga Metrinko, New York, N.Y
Ann Staberg, Bellevue, Wash
P.J. Demus, Mokena, 111
Ann Krohley, Suffern, N.Y
Eugene Bere'ia, Wheeling, III
Myroslaw W. Kulynych, Jackson Heights, N.Y.
Alex Slobodian, Danielson, Conn
Olena Berezink, Minneapolis, Minn
Chrystyna Blazenko, Clifton, N.J
Sophie Chelyk, Norristown, Pa
Lidia Cloherty, South Boston, Mass
Stephen Dusheny, Chester, Pa
'John Huta, Troy, Mich
Joseph Iwaniw, Burke, Va
Stella Iwaniw, Wilkes-Barre, Pa
Martha L. Jarosz, Kinnelon, N.J
Irene L Johnson, Pompano Beach, Fla
Iwan Koropeckyj, Morristown, N.J
Stephen Krawczeniuk, Jersey City, N.J
Maria Lazarchuk, Detroit, Mich
Mike Mazurki, Burbank, Calif
Bernard C. Mooney. Palmerton, Pa
Michael Patherasky, Flushing, N.Y
Anne Polonica, Bayonne, N.J
і
Stephanie Kitt-Schkuraf, Hollywood, Fla
Rose Shaban, Wilbraham, Mass
Jaroslaw Chypak, Wayne–, N.J
Michael W. Slome, Glen Cove, N.Y
Robert J. Spikula, Pittsburgh, Pa
Anya Stanford, Meriden, Conn
Marta N. Torielli, Union, NJ
Paul Wacek, Makoti, N.D
Bohdan S Marion Woloshyn, Matawan, N.J
Edward Zetick, Philadelphia, Pa
Taras Orel, North Bergen, N.J."
і Mary Andreyko, Pinedas Park, Fla
Anne Babij, Maspeth, N.Y
Olga Balutanski, Jersey City, NJ
Gerald B. Bodnar, Port Orchard, Wash
Horst Brunschede, Cedar Hill, Tex
Tracey C. Duda, River Grove, III
Olga Fedirko, Staten Island, N.Y

:.

,.
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Roger Flory. Los Angeles, Calif.
Helen Perestuk Groudas, Urjca, N.Y
Bennie Horbachuk, Waterbury, Conn
Walter Knysh, Wheaton, Mass
Eleanor Kogut, Woonsocket, R.I
Stephen Kolodrub, Eastori, Pa
Jeanne Kravis, Amsterdam, N.Y
Wasyl Kyj, Wallingford, Pa
Tadie Kyryluk, Royal Oak, Mich
л^
Michael Makar, Manorville, N.Y
Olga Maselko, Watervliet, N.Y
Askold Melnyczuk, Cambridge, Mass
Mary Morris, Camden, Del
Nicholas Moskal, Spring Valley, N.Y
Michael Muc Jr., Flushing, N.Y
J. Muzyczka, Canton, 0.
Filomena Mychajliw; Wynnewood, Pa
Taras Nowosiwsky, Rockville, Md
Milan O'Bradovich, New York, N.Y
Alexander Ohloblyn, Ludlow, Mass
Elias Pawlisz, Berwyn, III
Paul Polyniak, Cattonsville, Md
Bozena C. Puchalsky, New Yor.k, N.Y
:
Anatol Romach, Detroit, Mich
Michael Roscishewsky, New York, N.Y
Bohdan Salamacha, Baltimore, Md
Anne Shapiro, Lawrenceville, NJ
William Shumsky, Wappingers Falls, N.Y
Olga Siegelski, Jackson, NJ.
John Szelest, Bellevue, N.Y
Mildred Tarachiwsky, Clifton, NJ
Michael Trenza, Carle Place, N.Y.
Valentina Tretiak, Woodhaven, N.Y
Oksana Voronin, Kensington, Md
Catherine Wayda, West Seneca, N.Y
Paula C. Yablonsky, Schenectady, N.Y
Jerome Zalipsky, Melrose Park, Pa
Oksana Zurowskyj, Akron, 0.
Michael Bogira, Chicago, III
Roxolana J. Demczuk, Chicago, III
Michael Dub, St Louis, Mo
Anne Fritz, Jersey City, NJ
Petro Matula, Potomac, Md
Andrew Masur, Berwyn, Pa
Sophia Pelachyk, Morristown, N.J
Theodore Shulka, Baltimore, Md
Lida Buhaj, Irvington, NJ
Myroslaw Kalba, Denver, Colo
Wasyl Maruszczak, Clifton, NJ
N. Merena, Johnson, City, N.Y
A. Michael Milanytch, New York, N.Y
Katherine Minkewicz, Mount Pleasant, N.J
Stephen Kosciw, Brooklyn, N.Y
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Wocoo

SOYUZIVKA TAKES A VACATION!
DUE TO EMPLOEES HOLIDAYS,
THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE
WILL BE CLOSED
DURING MARCH FROM MARCH 1 - APRIL 1 , 1984.

SEE YOU IN APRIL

THE MANAGEMENT

FOR ONLY 2Ф PER DAY
y o u can be insured f o r

S5.000 - Si 0,000
under an

ACCIDENTAL DEATH
and

DISMEMBERMENT CERTIFICATE
of the
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
The low, low premiums for new ADD Certificates,
issued after Oct. 1. 1983, are as follows:
S6.50
,.„. Annually
53.35
Semi-annually
C1.75
Quarterly
.60
Monthly
THIS CERTIFICATE IS AVAILABLE ONLY TO 16-55
YEAR-OLD UNA MEMBERS.
ИйМЙ—W

Й0М—оли aMNwi^Mo^^J^MM^

THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
ANNOUNCES

SCHOLARSHIP AWARDS
FOR THE ACADEMIC YEAR 1984/85
The scholarships are available to students at an accredited college or university, WHO
HAVE BEEN MEMBERS OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR AT LEAST
TWO YEARS. Applicants are judged on the basis of scholastic record, financial need
and involvement in Ukrainian community and student life. Applications are to be sub
mitted no later than March 3 1 , 1 9 8 4 . For application form wrife to:
UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION. INC,
30 Montgomery Street " Jersey City. N.J. 0 7 3 0 2
ATTENTIONS! APPLICATIONS SUBMITTED WITHOUT ALL REQUIRED DOCUMENTS
ATTACHED WILL NOT BE PROCESSED BY THE COMMITTEE.
aeoococoee

AN APPEAL
To all concerned people
Your support is needed for passage of a bill to establish a U.S.
government-funded congressional commission to study the causes
and consequences of the 1932-33 famine in Ukraine.
A massive letter-writing campaign to U.S. legislators is being initiated
by AHRU. Get involved! Your financial and active help is essential for
the success of this effort. Send your contribution and/or write for
additional information to:

Americans for Human Rights in Ukraine
43 Midland Place
Newark, N.J. 07106
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cerated invalids are overage 65. They
themselves do not present any threat
to the Soviet regime, yet they are kept
locked up in the camps.
Articles in the criminal codes state
that prisoners who are gravely ill,
who suffer from chronic, psychiatric
or any other kind of illness, may be
excluded from their prison duties
and released from the camps.
However, such releases are few

Disabled...
(Continued from page 2)
to be released this year, suffers from
the following: hepatocholecystitis,
gastritis, tuberculosis of lungs in
hidden form, cardiovascular insuffi
ciency, angina pectoris, polyarthritis
of the shoulder joint, stenocardia,
hemorrhoids, and inguino scrotal
hernia. Mr. Fedorov suffers from
nephritis, arthritis, cholecystitis,
arthritis, hemorrhoids, eczema and
conjunctivitis.
This list of invalids and ill pri
soners represents only a small frac
tion those who suffer in prisons and
camps, yet they must continue to
work in the camps.
Twenty-five percent of the incar–

IT'S OUR MILLENNIUM
988-1988

All preparations for making lovely
traditional Ukrainian
pysanky
(hand decorated eggs) can be
purchased by writing for our
special pysanky order form to

One thousand years ago, we Ukrainians became Christians
under the leadership of our great saint, Prince Volodymyr the
Great. It is a cause of great celebration. We must not permit this
event to b e downplayed, belittled or diverted.
IT'S OUR HERITAGE

HANUSEY
MUSIC 8. GIFTS

As Ukrainians, we have been blessed with a rich religious and cultural heritage. It did not
come easily. Our ancestors, our families, fought for it, died for it. It is up to us, the Ukrainian
faithful, who practise our religion and live our lives in a free country, to contribute to this
heritage for our children and for the generations to come. The Millennium Secretariat wishes
to develop and preserve this heritage. But We Need Your Help.

244 W. Girard Avenue
Philadelphia. Pa. 19123

Tel.: (205) 627-3093, 627-0785
ALSO AVAILABIE... ready made pysanky,
wooden Easter e^gs. Easter cards in
different languages. Scarfs for Easter
food baskets.

IT'S OUR CULTURE

-""-ч-г

WHY TAX YOURSELP
I:
1

FIRESIDE TAX CONSULTING
909 Union Street. Brooklyn. N.Y. 11215

|

We are a proud people. We are proud of our culture. We sing. We dance. Our food is second
to none. We have great artists, great thinkers. At this time of joy and renewal, let us create
works of art to celebrate God's gift to us. The Secretariat wishes to commission artists to
paint beautiful Icons. An opera of the Baptism of the Ukrainian people should be written. The history of Christianity in Ukraine and
history of the Ukrainian Catholic Church in the Free World, a collection of religious literature in connection with the Millennium-all
of this and more in order to pass on this vast heritage to forthcoming generations. But We Need Your Help.

IT'S OUR RELIGION
His Holiness, Pope John Paul II, described the great event in this way in his letter to Josyt Cardinal Slipyj on the occasion oHhe
announcement of pur Millennium:
Thus, we come to the year 988 when Prince Volodymyr, grandson of St. Olga. began to
spread the Christian faith among all the inhabitants ol his realm and he also decreed that the
townslolk ol his capital city, in his presence and the presence of his family and the Greek
clergy, should be publicly baptized in the River Dnipro. In mat way. then, he began the
propagation of the faith, first within the confines of his own princedom, and alter that, even to
the districts bordering his country "Rus." that lay to -he East and to the North

OPEN TO SERVICE YOUR
REAL ESTATE NEEDS!

ELOISE 8. NICK POPOVICH
REALTOR/REALTOR - Associate
proudly introduce to you:

and far between, and when they do
occur the dissident is usually well
aware that death is around the
corner.
Mykhailo Diak, a leader of the
Ukrainian National Front, was ar
rested and imprisoned for his na
tionalist activities in 1967. He soon
developed cancer, yet remained
incarcerated until 1975. He died a
few months after his "early" release.

ALL UKRAINIANS IN THE FREE WORLD!
WE NEED YOUR HELP–

PYSANKY

(212) 622-1560

.'

URGENT MESSAGE!

10-f–---f--J—f–"–-У

Let experience work lor you.
Contact: Michael Zaplitny,Consultant

SUNDAY, MARCH 25. 1984

It is a time for great celebration, but most importantly, it is a time for spiritual renewal. The most important goal
of the Millennium Secretariat is to help the Ukrainian people in this all important renewal of our faith. The Secretariat wishes to
assist the parishes by providing plans, suggestions and whatever material is available for guidance in renewing our people's spiritual
strength. A special Moleben has been composed and a jubilee hymn, to be treasured by all of us, will be written.
4-ET'S GET TOGETHER!
Please help us make this Millennium celebration glorious for Ukrainians everywhere. We are asking every
Ukrainian family in the Free World to make a donation to the celebration of our Millennium by becoming
supporting members of the Central Jubilee Committee for the preservation of our Ukrainian heritage.
TOGETHER WE CAN MAKE IT GREAT!

LET THIS BE YOUR COMMITMENT:

PORT POPOVICH
REALTY INC.
850 N.W. HARBOR BLVD.
PORT CHARLOTTE, FL 33952

Phone: 1-813-629-3179
JUST REDUCED!
Saltwater front, dock and seawall. 2 bedroom, 2 bath
home. Ceiling fans, double oven, microwave. Florida
room, screened porch and fully furnished. Move-in

1. Become a supporting member of the Central Jubilee Committee. The lee Is S25.00 for each of the years 1984, 1985, 1986, 1987
and 1988. This fee of S25.00 can be paid on a yearly basis or In one sum of S100.00.
2. Continue your cultural and spiritual Involvement In Millennium activities ol your parish and community.
3. Involve your family and friends In Millennium projects. Both the Central Jubilee Committee and your Eparchial Committee need
your help.
4. Encourage others to become supporting members of the Central Jubilee Committee.

A Gold Membership Card will be issued to all dedicated members, sanctioned with
^ e Blessings of His Grace, Most Rev. Maxim Hermanluk, Millennium Chairman, and
bearing the signatures of:
Bishop Michael Hrynchyshyn, C.Ss.R.–Millennium Secretary General
Rev. Thaddeus Krawchuk, C.Ss.R.–Assistant Secretary General,
Millennium Executive
PREPARE NOW FOR OUR UKRAINIAN MILLENNIUM JUBILEE YEAR, 1988!
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DON'T DELAY! FILL IN AND SEND THIS FORM NOW TO BECOME A SUPPORTING
MEMBER OF THE CENTRAL JUBILEE COMMITTEE.

condition. mOOO. SS4.900.
МИТ W4-U5
Building Sites — 80 x 125 on paved streets
S2.30O and up: some with terms.
PL-3

APPLICATION FOR SUPPORTING MEMBER

КОБЗШ
IN ENGLISH - S5.00
and
LEARN
KRAINIAN
"PRACTICAL UKRAINIAN"-S5.00
Both S10.00 ppd.
N. S. CTA-cfOSYSKY
9 1 Secc– Л - i c , New York, N.Y. 1000?

NOTE: Official receipts for income tax purposes will be issued.
! to: Millennium Secretary
233 Scotia Stree'

Central Jubilee Committee
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PREVIEW OF EVENTS

Sunday, March 25
IRVINGTON, NJ.:The New YorkNew Jersey Region of the Ukrainian
Orthodox League will sponsor its
fourth annual Lenten Religious
Concert at 3 p.m. at Holy Trinity
Ukrainian Orthodox Church. Parti
cipating will be.six church choirs
from Carteret, Clifton,' Irvington,
Maplewood, South Bound Brook
and Yardville, N.J. The last two
Selections on the program will be
sung with all choirs combined,
totaling over 120 voices. All proceeds
from this concert will be donated to
the Lynn Sawchuk-Sharon Kuzbyt
Scholarship Fund and to All Saints
Ukrainian Orthodox Church Camp
in Emlenton, Pa.
Dmytro Olijnyk is chairman of the
concert and the Very Rev. Serhij
Nepril is host pastor.

IRVINGTON, N.J.: Branch 28 of the
Ukrainian National Women's League
of America will present "The. My
stery of the Middle East." a talk and
exhibit on life in the Islamic world.
Slava and Ostap Olesnyckyj, who
lived and traveled in the Arab and
neighboring countries for several
years, will talk about their expe
riences. An exhibit of photos, paint
ings, exotic costumes and jewelry will
also be on display. Also featured will
be a performance by pianist Daria
Hordynsky-Karanowycz. Vala Kalyn
will narrate the program, which
begins at 3 p.m. at the Ukrainian
National Home, 140 Prospect Ave.
Refreshments will be served. Dona
tion is 85.

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Artists
Association in the U.S.A. will pre
sent an exhibit of new oil paintings
by Luboslav Hutsaliuk at its gallery
at 136 Second Ave. The opening will
be held today at 1 p.m. The exhibit
will run through Sunday, April I.
Gallery hours are weekdays, 6-8
p.m., and weekends, 1-8 p.m.

NEW YORK: The Ukrainian Insti
tute of America will present a M on "
day Night of Music with the Nova
Chamber Ensemble at 8 p.m.
Formed a year ago. the ensemble
includes pianist Larys-sa Krupa.
violinists Joel Derouin and Josh
Rodriguez, violist Gregory Singer
and. cellist Nestor Cybriwsky. The

Monday, March 26
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UNWLA to discuss community's future
NEW YORK - Is knowledge of
the Ukrainian language crucial to the
Ukrainian cause? What is the Ukrainian
cause? What role, or function, does the
Ukrainian community serve? What
future does it have in this country? Will
our youths take an active role in our
community life, or will they fade away?
These questions, among others, need
to be examined if the Ukrainian com
munity wants to influence its future
course. With this in mind, the Ukrai–
nian National Women's League of
America - as an active and integral
part of the Ukrainian community - is
creating an opportunity for the ex
change of ideas and concerns, and to
raise Ukrainian community members'
level of consciousness.
Therefore, it is organizing a pa
nel, workshop, to be held during its
convention in May, to address these
issues. Three hours have been sche
duled for this session. The UNWLA
cordially invites and encourages the
public, especially youths, to participate
and express their views, І
A similar opportunity had been
created once before by the UNWLA at
the Ukrainian Women's Conference
held at Soyuzivka in– 1982.
The 20th convention of the UNWLA
will be held this year at the Grand Hyau
Hotel in New York City on May 26-28.
The panel, titled "The Future of the
Ukrainian Community" is scheduled
lor Sunday, May 27. At the request of
the UNWLA executive a committee has
been formed to plan this panel. It
consists ol both members and nonmembers of the UNWLA. The com
mittee is chaired by Nadia Nynka, past
president of UNWLA Branch 4, who
chaired the program subcommittee for
the Soyuzivka Women's Conference.

Members of the planning committee
are: Oka Hrycak, Branch 4, past mem
ber of the. Women's Conference pro
gram subcommittee; Oksana Bokalo,
past president of Branch 4; Lesia
Kachmar, member of Branch 4, a
panelist at the I9th convention of the
UNWLA; Myroslawa Wanio, past
president of Branch 18; and Zenia
Brozyna. a panelist at the Women's
Conference.
The planning committee is mailing
questionnaires to a cross-section of the
Ukrainian community and publishing it
in the press as well. Its purpose is to
gather information about how people
feel about their Ukrainian heritage, the
role they play in the community, and
what action is needed in the future. The
results of the.survey will be one of the
topics discussed during the panel.

Ukrainians to participate
in international test
APOPKA, Fla. - The Ukrainian
community in this area is currently
preparing to participate in the Orlando
International Festival that is scheduled
for September 29 and 30 and is expected
to attract some 300,000 visitors.
Community activists have extended
an invitation to Ukrainian artists,
craftspersons and performers interested
in promoting Ukrainian culture to come
down to Florida to participate in the
festival.
For information, interested persons
may contact: Stephanie Romanchuk
DiAngelis, 621 O'Shea Court, Apopka,
Fla. 32703; (305) 889-2246.

NOTICE
THE SVOBODA PRESS ADMINISTRATION
hereby informs all organizations and individuals that the administration
will not accept any advertisements

if previous bills are not paid.
Individuals fetters concerning unpaid bills will not be sent.
All bids must be paid within 15 days after the publication of an advertisement.

evening will also feature guest artists
James Schlefer on the flute and
NohnanS Lotz on the string bass. The
evening will be held at the Ukrainian
Institute of America, 2 E. 79th St.
Donation is S7; S4 for senior citizens
and students.
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include a guest appearance by Hanna
Cherin, a Ukrainian author from
Chicago. A buffet, featuring various
herring, fish, and meat dishes, and
dessert will also be served. Proceeds
are earmarked for aid to Ukrainian
flood victims in South America.
Sunday, April 1

WASHINGTON: The Ukrainian in
English Series committee will pre
JENKINTOWN, Pa.: A high-speed sent a talk at 10:45 a.m. by Euguene
dictation workshop for court re Iwanciw titled "The Role of the
porters will be Held at Manor Junior Ukrainian American Caucus in the
College on March 27 through May 3 U.S. Congress" at the parish center
in 12 two-hour sessions on Tuesdays of the Ukrainian Catholic National
and Thursdays, 6:30 - 8:30 p.m. The Shrine of the Holy Family, 4250
Harewood Road N.E. For further
fee is SI50.
The special six-week workshop information call Marta Pereyma at
will help currently employed court (703) 528-3075.
reporters and court reporting stu
dents increase their ability to write MANVILLE, N.J.: The Ukrainian
machine shorthand at speeds in Catholic Parish of St. Michael the
excess of 225 words per minute. Archangel will hold a special benefit
To register call the Office of concert for its church buildingat 2:30
Continuing Education at (215) 884- p.m. in the Manville High" School
2218 or 884-2219, or write to Manor auditorium on Brooks Boulevard.
Junior College, Fox Chase Road and Appearing in the program of Ukrai
Forrest Avenue, Jenkintown Pa. nian.songs and dances will be the
19046. Early registration is advised. SUM-A Dance Ensemble of Yonkers,
N.Y., and the bandurist ensemble of
Newark, N.J. Tickets for this twoWeekend of March 30 - April 1
hour show are S7 per person (S8 at
the
door); S5 for senior citizens; S4
SLOATSBURG, N.Y.: The League
of Ukrainian Catholics of America for children under 12. Orders maybe
will sponsor a retreat at St. Mary's placed by calling the Rev. Roman
Retreat Center. The Rev. Hlib Lon– Mirchuk at (609) 246-8385 or Daria
chyna, a Studite monk from Rome Catrombon at (609) 369-6223 or by
will direct this retreat, which will be sending a check or money order to
conducted in the Ukrainian lan St. Michael's Church, P.O. Box O,
Manville, N.J. 08835.
guage.
Another retreat in the English
language, is scheduled for the week ONGOING
end of April 6-8. It will also be
conducted by the Rev. Lonchyna. CLEVELAND: The Two-H Gallery
For further information please call is holding an exhibit from March 6
Sister Thomas SMI. at (215) 925- through April 21 of pysanky,
florals and landscapes by local artists.
3059.
For more information, please call
(216)
884^608. Gallery hours are
Saturday, March 31
Tuesday, Wednesday, Friday and
JENKINTOWN, Pa.: An advanced Saturday, 11 a.m. to 6 p.m.; Thurs
Ukrainian Easter egg-decorating day, 11 a.m. to 9 p.m., and Sunday,
workshop will be held today from noon to 3 p.m. The gallery is located
9:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m. at the Ukrai at 5244 State Road.
nian Heritage Center on the Manor
Junior College campus (Fox Chase DAYTON, Ohio: "The Lost Archi
Road and Forrest Avenue).
tecture of Kiev" traveling exhibition
Participants will learn to make, from The Ukrainian Museum in New
pysanky. The fee for the advanced York will be on display at the
workshop is S5. Eggs, instructions Kennedy Union Art Gallery at the
and dyes will be provided at the University of Dayton. The exhibit
advanced workshop.
will be on view from March 4 through
A film on pysanky and the histo March 31.
rical background of pysanky will be
explained to participants, with crafts
PREVIEW OF EVENTS, a listing
men from the UHSC demonstrating of Ukrainian community events open
the various techniques. Each parti to the public, is a service provided
cipant in the workshop will decorate free of charge by The Weekly to the
his own egg. Dyes, supplies and other Ukrainian community. To have an
materials required by the advanced event listed in this column, please
students will be on hand for purchase send information (type of event,
at the UHSC. A tour of the center date, time, place, admission, spon
will also be included in the work sor, etc.), along with the phone
shop.
number of a person who may be
Reservations are required and reached during daytime hours for
can be made by calling Manor Junior additional information, to: PRE
College UHSC at (215) 885-2360, VIEW OF EVENTS, The Ukrainian
ext. 64, or by writing to Manor Weekly, 30 Montgomery St., Jersey
Junior College, UHSC, Fox Chase City, N.J. 07302.
Road and Forrest Avenue, Jenkin
town. Pa. 19064. Checks should be
made out to the UHSC and may be
PLEASE NOTE: Preview items
mailed to Manor with the reservation must be received one week before
request. Interested persons are also desired date of publication. No
asked to provide a phone number information will be taken over the
where they can be reached.
phone. Preview items will be publish
ed only once (please note desired date
CLEVELAND: The Ukrainian Gold of publication). All items are publish
Cross" will hold a Lenten social ed at the discretion of the editorial
"Oseledets" at 6:30 p.m. in St. Josa– staff and in accordance with available
phat's cafeteria. The program will space.
Tuesday, March 27
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